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Art and the University 
Queensland has passed tbl'oni;d1 a 
·dreadful age in the appreciation of the 
fine arts; but at the pic'sent momcn1 thei·c­
is a steady and ever-g.rowing dissatisfac­
tion with existing o-pportnnities and a 
keen desire for better thimgs. Queensland 
Art has been starved ..... to a great 
-extent it has become torpid from lack of 
opportunity. 'l'he man in the street has 
had little or no chance to know and feel 
what has been done iin the past and is 
being done at prssent in creative art, that 
justly he cannot be blamed, as artists 
often do· blame him, for lack of apprecia­
tion and discernmelllt . 
In music this lack of opportunity is very 
-obvious. So little has been done to show 
the people of Queensland the wealth and 
-development of music that there i. almost 
a virgin field for future activity. The 
vi~itiing o·verseas artists are partly to 
"blame for our faults . A study of their 
programmes '\vill show the continuous 
-repetition of ''safe'' Chopin numbers and 
a disregard for less obvious beautiful 
thjngs which only they can f'how us. 'l'here 
are, however, artists in Queensland who 
have strive1n co·ntinuously to improve con­
ditions. To them we are deeply indebted. 
''Tc· them in no small measure may be due 
·the present progressive movement. 
In painting and sculpture our needs 
are even more acute. 'l'he Queensland Art 
·Gallery is a pathetic institution, having 
Yery little space, very little material 
·worthy of the Art Gallery of a capital 
city. and a grant so meagre that it is prac­
tica11y useless for making a1ny effective 
additions. And this has its effect not o·nly 
'in inhibiting public appreciation, but also 
in giving little training to those of our ar­
tists who have :aot the opportt1nit1es to 
go abroad. 
'l'here are many indications that this old 
o·rder is changing, and that there is a 
gro-vv;ing demand for better conditions. 
Music week, which ha. just ended, was so 
successful that there is every prospect of 
it being made a:n annual function. The 
gramophone has brought to the lrome 
almost the whole library of music; and 
· according to· gramophone dealers there 
has been a tremendous increase ·within 
the last two or three years in 
the demand for records of go·od 
music - so much o that very fre­
quently the supply of the best (and, inci­
dentally) the most expen ive records is 
exhausted within a few clay. of the stock 
being opened. 
Further a body of people in Brisbane is 
now working to obtain a larger and more 
adequate Art Gallery, while another 
group is concerned at the monrnnt in 
launching a scheme, . imilar to the great 
National Art Collections Fund in England, 
to obtain works of co·ntemporary overseas. 
Art for Quee1nslanc1. 
Again the sale in Queern;land of those 
numerous serial publications, nmv being 
issued allld devoted to good reproductio·ns 
of pictures., js really astounding. 
In this awakening of public appreciation 
the niversity should play a leading part. 
What is done now is (lone mainly by 
Undergraduate effort from such bodirs as 
the Musical Society. But tlie University 
as a body might well taky a large ar;rl 
controlling interei:.;t in the development of 
public taste. The only lectures now g·iven 
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in the fine arts are those, ]incidental to the 
course in Classics, on Greek and Roman 
art. There is room, within the University. 
for a Lecturer giving le0tnre:;:;, as is dfme 
in many overseas universities, on foe 
histo·ry, d~velopment, and appreciation of 
the Arts. There can be little doubt that 
the average student who comes to the 
University for cultural rather than for 
professional training would derive a 
greater aind a more lasting benefit from 
a course of study specialising in Art appre­
ciation than from many of the narrower 
and mo·re rambling courses which at pre­
sent are undertaken by the pass students 
1n the Fa~ulty of Arts. Lectures dealing 
with Literathre, Music, Painting, Sculp­
ture, Architecture, Social History, and 
so on, could "vell form the basis of a. three 
years' course in which the student would 
gain a 'vider cu 1 tural train:ng than in any 
course ino\v being offered. And such a 
training, particularly :for those of our grad­
uates who go into tl).e teaching profession, 
would in time have a far-reaching effect 
on .the public in geneTal. All arts of any 
one period are so closely i1nter-related and 
so intimately bound up with social condi­
tions, that such studies are not only very 
fascinat;ng and very extensive, but also 
-extremely important. 
vVith the University !DOW pledged to·· 
build at St. Lucia there is a material need 
for a chair of Architecture. Let us hope 
that the institution of lectures in Archi­
tecture will be but the prelude to a mort>­
extensive course on Art in general. 
. I 
The youth rode east to the rising sun, 
And the song of the birds was gay. 
Hi.s path was strewn with the :flowers of 
•Spring, 
For his way was the lover's way. 
Each hoof beat rang like a vreddint; bell 
And life and the world were glad; 
For youth was seeking life and love, 
And why should love be sad. 
The man rode home to the western sun 
In its wonted splendour drest, 
But he paid no heed to the glorious eve, 
F·or he sought not life but re.st. 
And the sky was de.eked with shimmerinµ, 
pearls, 
And diamonds shone from the blue; 
The forest outshone the peridot, 
And the hills were sapphires. true. 
But snnE:et, sky and the hills ·were grey 
To the man who rode that way, 
And the forest drab as in autumn sere, 
For love ·was ·dead that day. 
"Lemlara." 
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Lafcadio Hearn and Francis Thompson 
Messrs. Jo·nathan Cape have added a 
volume by Lafcadio Hearn to their 
excelleint blue-bound series - the Tra­
vellers' Library. We owe them a debt 
for printing at Ru moderate a cost a book 
by t11is. strange genius and -vv::mderer. For 
Hearn is not well enough known among 
us, seeing that be i:;:; one o·f the greatest 
teachers or interpreters of English litrra­
ture we have ever had. 
Few men have been s.o evil-starred as 
Hearn. His father was an Irishman, who 
was a wanderer too; for he married a 
Greek woman and the son was ·b'Orn B.t 
Lafcadio, one of the Ionian islan<ls. in 
1850. Hence hi~ strange name. When 
tbe ooy was still but a little child the 
mother fled to Smyrnai with a lover. She 
was nevf'r heard of again, and the father 
after some time re-married. Lafcadio 
'vent to an aunt in ·\rya]f's, and then to 
t11e Catholic school of Ushaw. We next 
h ~ar of him in America , suffering dire 
poverty and struggling at journalism. 
In 1887 he went to Martinique, where he 
seems to have been moders.tely happy for 
a couple of years. He returned to New 
York in 1889 and there almost died of 
starvation. When in America he mar­
d ed, but his wife divorced him. We know 
hardly anything of Hearn 's hoyhood; but 
he illustrates a passage from Cowper, 
about the English postman, from his mem­
ory as a very little boy, living in the little 
town of Clontarf in Ireland. After 1889 
he went to Japan, and from 1896 to 1902 
he was professor of English literature in 
the University of Tokio. This was the 
happiest period of his life. He marri·ed a 
,Japanese wife and became even more 
Japa1nese than the Japanese themselves. 
He adopted the name o·f Yatumo Koizumi. 
Tn 1902 he was asked to resign from 
rrokio. This hurt him very much, and 
though a post as English professor waR 
found for him at Waseda University he 
never recovered. In 1904, while walking 
on his verandah, he suddenly collapsed and 
died, just as though the whole fabric of 
h:s being fell about him. 
Hearn was unhappy most -Of his life. 
His childhood was not of the best, and as 
a young man he suffered untold misery 
in the frightful mill of Yankee journalism. 
He was extremeiy sensitive, and once a 
person wounded .his feeling:;; he wonl<l 
never speak of, or to, that pr1~:;:;on again. 
This made it im~)ORsible for him to· bave 
friends. Hi:;; physical appearance wns 
Rtrainge, too, as if in keeping with his 
genius and life. He waR very sl10rt. so 
short indeed as to be almost a dwarf. 
There is a pathetic note in one of his let­
ters that he likes living among the Japan­
ese because his short stature passes un­
noticed among them. It was a cruel trick 
of Nature's to place such a sensitive soul 
i,n so misshapen a hotly. His face wa~ 
anything but beautiful to look upon, and 
was rendered worse by the fact that his 
left eye· was disfigured and blmd. Thl" 
accident that cost l1im his eye, happeng<l 
to him at the school of Ushaw, near Dur­
ham which we have mentioned before. 
Hi$ ~ight eye protruded unpleasantly. Hi~ 
nose was large, -vvith sensitive, quivering 
nostrils. I believe be always had his 
photograph taken in profile because of 
his damaged eye. The photograph I have 
before me now, is from his '' Interpreta­
tions of Literature.'' It shows a11 the 
ahove characteristics. His hair. which 
seems to be receding on his forehad, is 
brushed back. From the top of his ear to 
the top .of his head seems to be of a much 
greater distance than we find in the 
ordinary man. 
1t is strange to think that T.iafcaclio 
Hearn and the poet Francis Thompson 
were at school together, and stranger 
'iltill that they did not become friends. 
Thompson and Hearn-Hearn the wan­
dering, starving hack journalist, and 
Thompson the coinsumptive drug-fiend 
and drunkard, the seller .of matches and 
newspapers-are the two most tragic 
figures among our English men of letterR. 
Chatterton, who haR gripped the po1~ular 
imagination, suffered not RO much as either 
of these men. 
Thompsoin 's poem, ''The Passion of 
May," was published in the paper "Mer 
rie England1 '' in the ho·pe that the un­
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known author '"ould communjcate with 
the editor. We ·will let Everard Maynell, 
the editor's son, describe in his own words 
what fo1lowed :­
'' The:n the door opened, and the 
stranger came half in. The doo·r closed, 
but he had not entered. Again it opened, 
again it shut. At the third attempt a 
waif of a man came in. No such figure 
had been looked for; ragged a1nd un­
kempt, with no shirt beneath his coat, 
and bare feet in broken shoes, he stood 
in silence. 'You must have had access 
to man:v books when yo·u wrote that 
essav ' -\~r as what mv father mustered up 
b:v ·"~ay of an opening. 'That,' said 
Thompso1n, his shyness at once replaced 
by an acerbity that afterwards became 
one of the most familiar of his never-to­
be-resented mannerisms, 'that is exactly 
where the essay fails. I had no books by 
me at the time save Aeschylm; and Blake.' 
Daniel 0 'Conner, the literary agent, met 
Thompson at ten o'clock one evening. 
0 'Conner had two young ladies with him. 
They had just hee1n to a theatre.. O'Con­
ner invited Thompson to come with them 
to supper. They went to a select West 
End restaurant. Tlrnmpson was a st art­
ling figure among the men in faultless 
evening dress. He bad o,n his famous and 
battered Alpine guide hat, a load of books 
under his arm, and his usual caped coat. 
He looked seedy and weedy. When he 
was asked what he would have for snp­
per, he drawled out in a loud penetrating 
voice, ''I-want-some--Porridge, ' ' a,nd, 
after a long pause, "and-some-beer.' ' 
Hearn died in 1904, Thompson in 1907. 
'l1hompson's last years were a frightful 
battle against tuberculosis by means of 
frightful weapons , opjum and alcohol. 
But he had good friends, and in spite o·f 
his mannerisms was well loved. Hearn, 
who unlike Thompson never conquered his 
sensitiv.eness and shyness, dj ed in a far 
~ountry cared for by an alien " ·ife. H earn 
and Thompson, strangest of schoolfellows, 
the one a student of Spencer an d a dis­
ciple o·f Buddha, the other the last of our 
religious poets and the author of the 
''Hound of Heaven,' ' passed into the 
shadows within three years of each other. 
May they, in spite of beliefs as wide as 
the poles, find there the rest that was 
denied them here. 
4\ . K. Thom on. 
--**__ _ 
LIFE. 
A soul comes forth from out the dark un­
known, 
Mysterious with the echoes of a strange 
And unconjectured past, to tread alone 
The little wistful paths of life that rang41t 
Again to dark. 
A little looking forward, looking back; 
Some days of toiil, a glimpse of sunlit sldef\, 
'the gleam of fiower.s that bloom beside the 
track, 
The mystic light of stars when twilight dies 
Into the night; 
A few words written on the solemn page 
The Book of Fate hold1s forth to every soul; 
A little song-then silence-and a stage 
Of distance to the unimagined goal 
Forever passed. 
Z. Stables. 
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Jack Lindsay 
EarJy in March thia year, the Fa11­
frolico Press published a poetical drama, 
''Marino Faliero,'' thus introducing to 
.English readers a young poet hitherto 
Jrnown only in Australia. 
Bor.n October 28, 1900, Jack Lindsay is 
the son of the famo-us etcher, Norman 
Lindsay. He passed most of his school­
days at the Brisbane Boys' Gramma'1\ 
School, where he is remembered for ihe 
scholastic feat of taking the Senior one 
year after the Junior and, though work­
ing by himself in that last stage, o.f sec ur. 
ing a brilliant pass : very characteristic­
ally, he had decided that he was tired ot 
school. He then proceeded to the Univer­
sity of Queensland, where he was a 
student from March, 1918, until l\1a1 eh, 
1921. During his undergraduate days, he 
was known as a fine Clas.·ical scholar, 
who might be doing even better in Eng­
lish, and as a poet of considerable promise. 
In 1921 he graduated ·with first-class hon­
o·urs in Classics, caused a sen ·ation in the 
lhliYersity Magazine, and wrote a fu.ll­
blooded attack on "the academic mind." 
In the following year, he went to 
Sydney i!n ·order to attempt a live­
lihood by free-lance journalism issued 
from a garret. His moRt important 
work from June, 1922, until May, 
1923, was co-ntributed to the Sydney 
''Bulletin'' and ''Art in Australia.'' 
Moreove1·, he occupied a very promine11t 
})Osition in an anthology of undergraduate 
Yerse published in 1922. 
In May, 1923, Jack Lindsay bega~ to 
publish, in Sydney, a quarterly review, 
''Vision,'' which e.i1thusiastically served. 
the interests of art and literature. Tu 
this venture which endured into 1924, he 
was assisted by Kenneth Slessor. He 
now admits tl;a t "Vision" was Yiolent, 
11nbalanced, and intolerant, but it had 
its moments of achievement, and it re1we­
scnts one of the landmarks of Australian 
literature1 for it crystallised the gTo-wing 
revolt of the younger literary generation 
both a()'ainst the shackles of "local col-
i:-iour'' (droughts, stock-drivers, and ''l10\V 
the favourHe 'von the race"), and against 
the too-convenient Swinburnian dress that 
Australian verse had, for the most part, 
worn since the day::> of Adam Lind!~ay 
Gordon and Kendall. Katurally, then, 
"Visio11" met either with bitter and vio­
lent repudiation or with acclamation. Une 
journal went so far as to 1:;ay: "It is 
doul:>tful whether there are enough readers 
in Australia suffering from satyria1:;is or 
nymphomania to add 1:;ufficiently to its 
circulation . . . .. " A.nd here we mdy 
admit that sexuality was only too pre­
dominant in this literary quarterly, but 
certainly that was part of ''the_ glorious 
madness of youth'' (as a more tolerant 
reviewer remarked) ; moreover, that is an 
aspect of Jack Lindsay's 'iVOrk whieh is 
rapidly disappearing into a more mature 
and comprehensive view of ljfe . Ilis 
poetry and his prose exhibit a remarkabie 
development and, at this early dale, i ~ 
would be foolish to prophesy jnst how far 
he will go; but, with average luck, he 11-iH 
go very far indeed. 
Late in 1923, his ''Fauns m1d Ladies'' 
was printed in a limited editio,n of two 
hundred CO'j)ies, illustrated with WOOLlenls 
by Norman fondsay. At the rnd of that 
year, the Vision Press brought out an 
anthology entitled "Poetry in Australia," 
which was treated even worse, or bE;.tler, 
by the reviewers. During 192-1~1925, Lind­
say joined with John Kirtley (who had 
founded what was the first serious fine­
art press in Australia) and issued several 
small boo·ks in limited editions. ':Chey de­
cided to come to England, where th ey 
arrived in March, 1926. The strilce held 
them up for a while, but finally, at the 
e.nd of the year, they pubfoihecl a fransla­
tioin of Aristophanes' "Lysistrata." Their 
more recent publications, a::.; from th~ 
Fanfrolico Press, include poem<:; hy Ken­
neth Slessor, "Mal·ino· Faliero," and a 
translation of Petronius's ' 'Cena Trimal­
chionis." The first and the last of these 
four works are wonderfnlly illustrated 
by Norman Lindsay; and all are mo~t 
attractive examples of modern typography · 
and bookbinding. 
Thro-ughout Lindsay '. publi:-:;hed. and 
manuscript verse, we see that the basis is 
Greek drama and lyric and such English 
classics as Marlowe ancl Shakespeare. He 
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is not only an ardent admirer of Greek, 
but an excellent scholar in both Greek 
and Latin. In English literature, the most 
evident influences are those of Marlowe 
Shakespeare, Blake, Francis rrhompson: 
and the poetic dramatists of the nine­
teenth and the twe.ntieth century ( especi­
ally Beddoes, Gordon Bottomley, and Las­
celles Ahercrombie). A passionate Jove 
of Beethoven has also left its mark. Among 
his most arresting appreciations are those 
of Blake and Beethoven. 
The a.nthology known as ''Poetry in 
Australia" was published . by the Vision 
Press at Sydney in December, 1923. Re­
presenting the Sydney as opposed 1o the 
Melbourne school of poetry, it was nro­
vocatively prefaced by Norman Lindsay; 
and it contains selections from the work 
of nineteen writers, the chief of whom 
are Rupert Atkinson, Leon Gellert. Doro­
thea Mackellar, Hugh McCrae (one of 
whose publications has been c:!() mag.nili­
cently illustrated by Norman Lindsav), 
the Kenneth Slessor, who-se ''Earth Vis­
itors" was issued in a pleasin~ form earlv 
this year by the Fanfrolir.o Press. ~rnl 
Jack Li.ndsay himself, against whose 
name we find fourteen poems (mainly 
lyrics), 'seven being from "Fauns an•l 
Ladies,'' an early work. Curiously 
enough, the three best pieces are those 
which come last: "Venus R.nd Charles II.," 
full of quaint fancy and historical apt­
ness; "Beethoven," repnblished from thP 
pages of "Vision": and, from the same 
periodical, ''The Death of Marlowe.'' ::'! 
powerful dramatic dialogue that is notablP 
for the Elizabethan tang of the metric and 
phrasing. for the images, and for the au. 
dacity of several passages. From the$e we 
choose what is perhaps the :finest poem in 
the anthology, the ''Beethoven,'' a theme 
to which the author has returned in one 
of his latest compositions. 
saw a King go reeling down the air, 
Through lashing battle: blood was on his hair, 
And hands of gusty darknesis smote his face; 
The jagged stars, torn from their re.sting­
place, 
Threshed up against the storm, flaring, and 
died 
The other side of clamour . . . Deep and 
wide 
A trumpet broke, and down each glinting 
way 
Trooped hauberked men, this lonely King tn 
slay. 
He laughed, stood high 
Rose with braced shoulders past the falling 
. sky, 
Alone ... 
Nay, there can be 
No lack of girLs where but to kiss the air 
Will draw a girl from out her crystal lair, 
And where the kisses spent 
Blossom on ground and tree . . . 
How many flowers of kisses the last pair 
Sowed here before they went! .•. 
The d·ancers come this way: the cymbals, 
Swung- at arm's length, beat 
Like pulses of the earth, or copper-bells 
Clanged on a giant's feet. 
ThP, eves must closA for cloudy fear 
Of the bending sky. 
0 Jook: the naked moon thy partner is; 
Lift up thy lids, or die. 
Then sinking back, see gauzy :fire 
Drench in a veil 
The curtseying moon and loop the maena<'l­
skie·s 
With misty .fawn and pale . 
The shadows that this leafage sets 
Are to.st like silken covPrlets 
Where lovers woo the silver air 
To sweetest syllabling; or darP 
Love for a further touch to add 
A lass the heavier by a lad: 
With curved lipR and cheeks curved, lie 
And kiss new stars into the sky. 
There is none here whose sense can tire 
In this fleet rondo of desire . 
The hulking centaurs, arching tails in pride, 
Leap for the topmost twigs, 
And naughty •satyrs, crunching nuts aside, 
Jerk off the gallants' wigs. 
Fat-paunched Silenus rips a lady's train, 
Where, stumbling, on he goes, 
And five fauns pipe, intent as though in pain, 
Each any tune he knows. · 
Now summer-burnis the hot-mouthed flute 
Amid the gathering strings, 
Capers in air, then quavers mute 
On s'low gold-laden wings. 
So ere music whip to fire 
TMs ·brooding dalliance 
Of lovely ·silence •and desire, 
Steal from the sultry dance. 
Come where the forest-night is deep_:_ 
There, thicketed from sight, 
All things save us will trailing sweep 
Into that hollow night. 
But where eye.s close for utter love, 
Lanterned by ecstasy, 
The brimming dark is heavened above- · 
By touch our bodies see. 
I 
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Up! None may loiter even a kissing-space, 
For carnival has called .•.. 
· Towers of light 
Reared up against the dawn! Th-is pillared 
place, 
The sun its pigmy cresset, to delight 
Swings wide its door . . . 
Earth sha.kes, stricken beneath the beat 
Of upward-striking feet, , 
Shakes, and is then no more. 
Of the poems in · ''nm Passjonate 
Neatherd," which, written in 1924, was 
published in a limited edition in Australia 
in 1926, the most striking are ''On a Hot 
Day," "The Warden," "At the Brink of 
Noon," "Decay,'' and 'Storm." Of these 
1he last three should especially be noticed. 
·At the Brink of Noon,'' a ::;trange, pul­
~ating poem, runs thus: 
Pan's noon on all! Even lover·s 
In mid-kiss ·stay: 
The kiss faints, but the lip::; 
Do not move away. 
Silence i·s taut. The lark 
Is tombed in the sun. 
Linnet and sparrow ~re secret, 
Every one. 
Silence leans thi1s way, stretches 
Let one pulse-beat cry, 
One grass-blade spring, searing 
The scarred sky, 
And earth, air, heaven will clash 
With tumult here ... 
Crouches the sun's brood of laughter 
Or Pan '.s fear? 
Jn "Decay," how rna8terlv the atrno·­
spl1ere, how skilful the riming,~ how vividly 
realistic the phrasing! In this poem as 
often in ''Marino,'' we are reminde~l of 
the fact that Jack lJindsay admires Bean­
clelaire, who was the first notable Euro·­
pean poet to do ju8tice to the theme of 
decay; yet there are ;no direct reminis­
cences. 
Silence has lichened this old ga·rden, silence 
has stained 
The trees with ooze of Time'1s darkness and 
run 
In clammy sap through leaves with menace 
veined, 
Silence is set on edge as by the cry 
Of bird-voiced ghosts unheard beneath the 
air. 
Fighting for breath the uneasy shadows lie, 
And tolling ·shadows in the belfry sky 
Toss fears to flit like bats from s.pire to 1spire 
Of night crusted in t.he cypress-towers; 
And scorched with .silence. moss browned and 
brittle is there, 
And there the dead lovers meet as in days 
gone by. 
But where we see scaled havoc, they see 
flowers-
Th·e drift of smoky silence sparkles with fire. 
"Sto·rm" is rather different: we cainnot 
rcsi::;t quo·ting in full this splendid poem. 
A hush grows marble in the air, heaven's 
palaces 
Spire the poised silence, like a thrower who 
lifting the di·SCUS, 
Each sinew trembling on the ed&e of action, 
braces. 
When will they topple, and mortar or the 
skies 1shower on earth? 
The trees loll, the nymph within dares not 
stir, a satyr 
Stops in mid-crunching of a nest. 
The wind s flat blade strikes on the face of 
silence, 
Tasselled with whipt leaves. Violet fires of 
menace 
Scud from the horizon, clouds that -~readfully 
seem 
Mute in the sereaming wind shouldering their 
wa~ ­
Darkness is moving. The wrenched backs of 
trees 
Kneel to the pushing hand of the sky, and 
thunder 
Stamps and falls as some brazen giant is 
hurled 
Down ravines of clattering air. 
Out in the open! 
The satyrs flee to the caverns, the nymphs 
are wailing. 
Out in the open, through the his·sing trees, 
among trampling hoofs of clamour, 
Cr~ng thanks for dan~er and the jagged 
splash of terror · 
Lightening in the blood, 
I am immortal, crying! 
As a collection of lyrics, '' rrhe Passion­
ate Neatherd" i8 ta11talising, for several 
poems are o;nly too trivial (and the more 
trivial the theme, the wor8e is the ver8e) ; 
ma:1y are good but no mo-re than good ; 
while about ten have great and distinctive 
meri.t; these last, which, either wholly or 
part.ially, reach a very high level of imag­
mation and workmanship, will no doubt­
so, at least, we hope-be republished when 
their author comes to make a choice of 
all hi:; lyric:-1, many o·f which are still in 
manuscript. Even in poems of a lov,r 
level, we find arresting and lovely phrases, 
such as ''sunlight quarrying in cle·ft 
seas" and "the choric silences of tl1e 
stars"'; and. as to the remarkable qnalitv 
of "Decay" a;nd. "Storm" there can h.c 
very little doubt in the minds of those who 
can distinguish between mere dexterity 
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and skilful power, laboured fancy and 
ready imagination. 
In "Marino Faliero," written im 1924, 
there is a much wider sweep. This play 
differs greatly from the poetic dramas on 
the same subject by Byron, Delavigne, 
and Swinburne; for example, the part 
played by minor characters is larger, the 
atmosphere and environme;nt being thus 
more realistiGal1y conveyed. Jack Lind­
say's "Marino" is more dramatic than 
Byron's, more poetic and energ·etic than 
Cisimir Defavigne 's, and more realistic, 
better-knit than Swh1 bnrne 's. A l'lrnngh 
he keeps in broad outline to the historical 
facts. he fo·llows the deYeknrnent of none 
of those three '.iTiters; and while Byron 
and Swinburne have dealt lavishly, the 
Frrnch dramatist some·what woodenlv. in 
local colour, he has used it sparingly.· One 
feels that hr has conveyed more of a life­
nhilo~·onh~' (not ohtrusive, but artistically 
implied) than the other three poets. The 
latest "Marino- Faliero" hangs together 
ver~' ~atisfactorily, and the hero domin­
ates the play with ever-increasing force 
ancl certai11ty, the :final scene being mag­
nificently conceived and convjncingly 
written. Nearly all tJ1 e other charact 0 r1 
ha-ve a value i~ a.nc1 for themselves, bnt­
their chief .-ignificance is to enhance the 
~.triking nature of " /farino,'' ,,~ho dwarfc; 
the rest; the:e lesser fignres are, fo~· the 
rno. t part, typical of Venier in a corrnpt 
age, and Jack Lindsay does not shri.nk 
from showing· the'.r lack of morals. their 
pettiness and. their nnscrnpulommt'ss, just 
as he powerfully hints a ''rnrld of tnrbu­
lent passions and -vanishing idf'als. Bcr­
tuccio, contem1)tib1e at the beginning, 
takes on an almost heroic cast in Act 
TU., scene 1. Marino gTO\'irs i;n stature as 
w~ advance: at first we are apt, uncon­
sc10usly, to interpret him as his unsympa­
thetic conrtiers make him out to be, hut 
gradually we come to see him for what 
he is-somewhat resembling Coriolanns of 
Acts III. and TV. of Shakespeare's play, 
but. though he meets with death for a 
similar reason, l\'farino is intellectn::illv the 
gTa;nder figure. In anothf'r order. Wt: maY 
note that the pla~· contains many anestin~· 
phrases such as ''funereal beards full of 
lost orations," and the rlescription o.f 
Justice a. "God's child that fingers stars 
to shapely duty." vVe :find still a pre­
occupation with sex and its physical ma.ni­
festa tions that reminds us of the youthful 
Theophile Gautier: aesthetically, the play 
would benefit greatly by the excision of 
half a dozen phrases; but to regard this­
defect as anything more serious than an 
ebullition of youth, which in him implies 
the belief that to handle life with o·ne 's. 
gloves on is to insult it, would be grossl~' 
to misunderstand the intense idealism of 
this poet. The mob-psychology 9_£ "Mar­
ino'' is excellent, while that of the titnlar 
character is masterly: the hero's tor­
ments, resolution, and :final Macbeth-like 
resignatio;n constitute a definite contribu­
tion to our conception of portraiture, as 
one may see from the examination of no 
more than one speech, descriptive O'f an 
overstrung man's fear of silence. 
l\Ia.rino: My blood's on tiptoe; 
My mind is terraced with dark ·listeners: 
They listen from dark terraces of silence, 
They look at me, at the small cry of light 
.At the end of these looming ·Silences-
Do not let silence talk to me. No. 
A1iswer, answer! 
Bertuocio: What am I to answer? 
l\iarino: 
Anything, you fool. Anything that can be 
spelt 
In the loud marts of wisdom that is but 
The veil rustling with terror, yet less terrible 
Than blackness gapped with quiet. Anything 
Rather than silence dripping on the flayed 
mind. 
Here-there-where is it? The dark 
adversary 
Dodges the turn of thought, and clicks his 
tongue 
Still behind the head, and every lull 
Is scratched with voices like a finger drawn 
Over screechy glass: fingers feeling for me 
BP.hind th-e veil of ·silence, nothingness, 
To which the silence tapers, tendrilled 
voices 
Trying to break through the glass of the 
wind. 
To name the remarkable passages 
would be like extraeti1ng the gems from 
a brilliant coronet, but we cannot help 
drawing further attention to three of 
Marino's speeches. 'l am not one who 
must bribe another's dagger,' 'No·. you 
saw mounded stars,' and (finest of all) 
'What is time in the mind?' 
A tragedy also is the viking--pla~·, 
Ragnhild, which, written in 1926, is still 
in manuscript. The central figure 
ensures unity m a manner comparable 
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with that of the unity given to "The 
Lady from the Sea'' by Ibsen 's heroine, 
even. though, emotionally, the two women 
are very differe;nt. The exceedingly 
elusive character of Ragnhild is very well 
conveyed (such a feat speaks volumes 
for the author's ability), while Frithiof, 
Asmund, and Viglund represent three 
sharply distinguished reactions to her 
spell; the nature of thm;e reactions af­
fords a clue to her nature, secret and 
secretive, capricious and mysterious, 
primal yet world-old i:n her wisdom, at 
time. like a child and then like a Sphinx, 
and certainly, on occasion, a puzzle even 
to her. elf. So far as there is a hero·, it 
is the cald, Viglund, who fails through 
cowardice. The play ends 'Yith the cruel 
triumph of Ragnhild as it has begun with 
an effective foreshadowing of the 
strange ro\e that she is to play. More­
over, '' Ragnhild'' abounds in powerful 
speeche. , glorious lines, and lovely images; 
the mo t beautiful scene is that between 
the hero·ine and the scald early in Act 
II. From VigJund'. descriptio:n of poetry 
we quote these verses: 
Poetry i.s all 
That take the gauge of the world's hate, 
because 
Out of the flinty endurance of its joy 
It has to coax the seedling flames of spring; 
And poetry desires above all else 
Two lovers pinnacled upon a kiss 
And the brave drudgery of lonely beauty 
Going towards the sunset. 
There remarn unpnblished, too, a 
number of lyrics. Most have ~:;omething 
of the pellucid simplicity of phrasing- that 
we a. i::iociate with Blake; in addition, the 
theme is u. ually simple. A dancing- light­
ness of touch, a rapid, flowing movement 
inform . uch a poem as 'Realitiei::i.' But 
let n. coni::iider 'Pull down the Blind,' 
which run. thus: 
Pull down the blind, and bring 
This twilight of ki.sses: pull 
Love down over the mind 
And slnit out people passing. 
Pull down the blind. 
0, that this ki·ss might be 
A siilence enduring and strong 
To shut out fo~ ever 
l\Ien. the faceless noises 
Endlessly pas.sing along. 
Give me your mouth, and draw 
Love down over the mind. 
Let the world suddenly die . . . 
Pull down the blind. 
Such poems as this, which it were 
folly to analyse, will be found in the 
volume of lyrics that Jack Lindsay, we 
repeat, will publish .befo're long. . But 
there will also be . ·ever al e la borate piece , 
after the fashion of ',Joy's Confessional,' 
which consisti1ng o•f ahout five hundred 
linei::i, 'forms a comment on, or an inter­
pretation of Beethoven, "Opus" 131, 
sharp minor Quartet. Here, the poet 
sings of a journey to the moo1n 
in quest of eternal beauty and 
proclaims the value o·f love and 
life when experienced to the full; 
death he adds will di,.cover to the aefl­
thetic' thinker' the glories of his o-wn 
mind, which are but dimly glimpse~ o.n 
earth. There is much of loYe, but it i . 
free from morbid sensuality. Sensuou. ­
ness, however, pervades the P?em·: the 
. ensuous movement and image is no· 1es, 
characteristic of Jack Lindsay's poetry 
than it wai::i of the famous odes b~- Keat.. 
Of '' J o·y's Confessional,'' the concluding 
section is very finr: to vibr~nt energy 
and i::iplendid audacity succeeds a daring 
reticence. Speaking of death. the poet 
says: 
He cannot now be very far away. 
I have the rigM to hunt this vassal down­
Into my own grounds, , 
In thts manorial beauty of my soul, 
I seek my prey. 
For I have earned death's most heraldic pomp 
And stamping triumph cymballed on heroes• 
shields. 
Smite the bronze shields of the beaten skies 
that day, 
With spears let heroes smite them. 
For I have earned these cymbals of pain'.s 
alloy, 
My life is molten in the cauldrons of pain 
To make this cast of joy. 
Let me walk through death to the bright 
sound 
Of flowers tempered w.ith ringing sunlight, 
struck 
With bells of dew. 0 thou terrible joy 
Swarded with pain! 
Yet, gods, a que.stion right into your ears!­
Shall I not hurt you a little, now that I 
Have spent the last coin of this minted flesh 
In gleaming laughter, since what I swore to 
do 
I have done, and even the thumbscre,.,-s of 
the sky 
I 
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Dare f.orce no more _from joy's confessional. 
h~ve a word for you. 
Is this garden with -its ma.enad-flowers, 
It.s wild, wild joy, 
Outpost of yours? And do earth's panged 
scents 
Of roses trampled by centaur-hoofs 
Make marl for heaven's roses? 
Is heaven worth this mud of trodden stars, 
'Vhat wisdom cankers earth under th·e sheen 
Of Venus' endless kisses? 
For I disdain 
This -bravery paying off crawling death 
With hostages of pain. 
Is courage worth 
The affront of casual evil, heaven worth 
The shame of victory over earth? 
0. I well know that joy, 
Loosed from these woods, 
Dwells only in battling beauty, tremendous 
skies 
Welling with laughter already chapleting the 
soul: 
Delight that hugs its enemy delight, 
A1s sunlight wrestfos with a surge of flowers. 
There is no end, I say-I say, there ia no en<l. 
From these examples of Iiindsay '~ 
verse, the reader has perhaps divjned that 
skill in metric of which he is a master.He excels, to·o, in reproducing the 
esse;nces of various kinds of poetry, and 
his imitation (not parodies!) of Chaucer, 
Spenser, Marlowe, Shakespeare, Mihon, 
~nd others show hjs versatility. But as 
it would be premature to attempt the 
analysis of an ai~t and a pmver that gain 
from day to clay in arrestjng charm, we 
may note o:ne special characteristic- the 
attention paid to certajn kinds of imagery. 
Sudden starry hrauties are frequent, and 
this we notice in the colour imag·es: if 
in general imagery ,Jack I.iindsay foJlows 
Francis Tl10mpson, ·in colour jmagery he 
more nearly approaches Beddoes. There 
are numerous images based on an intimate 
linkimg of two ai.·ts, usually painting and 
music or one of these and some other. 
Then there are the images of light: we 
think of Shelley's tendency to these, 
especially in '' Adonais,'' but Lindsay's 
are more precise. (We remember al~o 
the use of light in the etchings of N orma.n 
Jjindsay.) For instance, 
Know that this death which is to shoot down 
The silver cleft of sunlight, wipes you out 
From my tired eyes. 
Still more prominent are vivid 'co·n­
tinued' images, such as we see in the 
following passage: ­
Would that the darkness of that stone 
You call your soul, ~nd which, like sicknes.s, 
hangs 
On your boughed flesh in drapes of cypress­
mist: 
Night rusting out in plumes of wispy fear ­
And lichened back on that ilank block .or 
death,­
Oh, that your souls 
Might once be cloven with a bladed dark­
ness . 
Limdsay does this sometimes through 
many ljnes, merging image into image 
in a coruscating chain, in which beauty 
comes first but 1a ,fog,icial development 
is observable. The best examples occur 
in his remarkable essay on Blake. 
But so much remains in manuscript! .A 
drama on Helen, the germ of which 
resides in a short poem in ''The Passion­
ate Ne~therd"; dramatic sketches, mainly 
on Italian themes; passionate fyrics. Yet 
we hardly need this further evidence to 
co:nvjnce us .that 'here js a new poet,' a 
poet who will surely leave his mark on 
English literature. 
Eric Partridge. 
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The Poems of E. M. England 
While all the talk has bee.n going the 
rounds about Australian authors, a small 
book of verses has found its place on the 
book-shop shelves. It is ''The Happy 
Monarch,'' a selection of the poems of 
E. M. England, who- is a Queensland 
writer of verses. 'I1he books may be 
recommended to those people who find 
pleasure in thoughts beautifully express­
ed. There is a distinctive note ahout 
E. M. England's work which makes it 
worthy of a permanent place in the poetry 
of Queensland. Generally she writes 
with sincerity, expressing iJn poetry 
genuine emotions. It is not often that 
the emotion is forced; nor does she, 
except in a few poems, permit her imagin­
ation to create verses which are fore1g.n 
to her real self. Living in the country 
and surrounded always by the great 
quietness of the btrnh, she does not smg 
in a pretty way, or write verses who~ie 
interest is found merely io their metrical 
curiosity. Still less does she cal1 upon 
the abnormal and the unusual to fill out 
her writings I mention these things 
because they have had an influe.nce on 
some of the writers of poetry in Australia 
in recent years. E. M. England avoids 
these subterfuges. She states, nearly 
always, just as she feels; and there is a 
spirit of the trees and the bushland m 
much of her poetry. There are occasions 
when she allows her thoughts to run to 
such things as moon madness and pirates; 
but those humours are few. 
When she writes at her best E. M. 
Eingland makes poetry which is fine 
indeed. It bears favourable comparison 
with much o·f the poetry that is written 
to-day. The language is good, a~though 
there are a few blemishes which do not 
matter much, for they can be eliminated. 
Slight faults in technique and occasional 
forced rhymes are of faint importamce. 
The really important thing is that E. M. 
England feels certain emotions deeply 
and is able to express those feelings in 
the heart o·f the- reader. 
The verses are full of descriptive 
passages which reveal that the writer is 
a keen observer and lover of the country 
in which she lives, of its flowers and 
living things, and a careful artist wheu 
she describes the march of the hours and 
the changing colours of earth and sky. 
But I like her best whe;n she looks into 
her own heart and writes down the 
things she sees there. I quote in full the 
poem "To Patricia," because it is a 
beautiful thought beautifully expressed; 
it is· a thought universal i:n its appeal, set 
down simply and exquisitely. 
As one within a garden plucks a .rose 
And seeks its inmost hea1·t-tint.s to disc~iose 
And, while th·'elusive scent now swells, :now 
fails, 
Eager for fragrance, deep and deep inhc:ales. 
So I, sma'll dainty fruit of love and p>ain, 
My fill of your so.ft sweetness cannot g?;ain, 
But with my senses steeRed in pretty si:in 
Of child-idolatry, still drink you in-
And, as the rose to warm light lift;.s its 
face-
So you, unthinking. seek your tiny pl;lace, 
To curl up in my arms, my heart, cont•tent, 
At once an idol and a sacrament. 
She i8 able, also, to look into the hemarts 
of others, particularly the people ab1bout 
her, and she gives a kind of symbolnlism 
to the po·em called "The 'reamsteter's 
Wife~'' which I quote complete. 
G.reat, simple joys are ours in this q l quiet 
place; 
Always the seasons change upon Eararth's 
face. 
Dawn's. cool and dewy, hushed expectanancy; 
Dim hills of indigo that dizzily 
Shake in the smoke haze of torrid noooons; 
Skies swept with joyous light; languishshing 
moons. 
A warm cheek, petal-smoot.h, to mine cl close 
preist-
Wee hands, grown tired of play, t that 
quiet rest 
As, o'er the hill's black brow of crumblbling 
loam 
'Vith jingling bits and chains, and flec.bckecl 
with foam, 
Looming against the sky, the team cor,omes 
home. 
The two poems T Jrnye quoted are a lmmost 
perfect examples of emotioinal restraiaint. 
The intensity is there: caught i;n 1 the 
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words, but properly restrained in the 
demands of the poetry. I now quote a 
poem which is a more intense expressio-n 
of personal experience-such an intensity 
which has hard wordis with whlich to 
speak. It is called'' Pain,'' and, although 
it is not so good as the other poems, is 
still an excellent piece of work. 
Has Time, grown old and weary, sunk to 
sleep. 
-For istill the wan stars peep 
That came in to the sky an age ago! 
Will daylight never glow 
Against the frosted pane, where small 
gusts Unger 
To tap upon the sill with icy finger; 
. . 0, laggard hours, trailing your· 
swollen feet 
Like weights of lead across my body's. 
heat, 
And gibing with uncouth and strange­
grimaces 
Upon your imbecile, your hunchback's· 
faces!­
The while you pass 0 gaunt and' 
drippled throng, 
I did not dream a night could be .so long. 
I hope that the poems 1 have selected 
in this revie,v will lead a few appreciators. 
o.f poetry to the writing. of E. M. Eng­
land, who should. as her work grows, 
make a valuable contribution to the' 
poetr~· of Queensland. 
Edgar Holt. 
LIFE IN DEA'l1H. 
Life glows upon the golden world and moves 
within the circling sea; 
A pulsing force that wakes the strings of 
Mother Earth to melody, 
That ever-waxing, eve:r-waning, forms the 
cadence of her rhyme, 
And evanescent, yet unending, reigns trium­
phant over Time. 
But look below the radiant surface to the 
dark abyss beneath-
Life ripples on a .stagnant pool, Life's music 
breaks the hush of death. 
Life walk in gladness; but around, above, 
below her pasts extend. 
Within the dust forgotten ages whisper 
faintly 0f the end. 
Now read the marks of ocean ripples, aeons 
historied in each 
In hieraglyphica of the sand wave-written on 
the tawny beach. 
The sand that covers buried worlds conceals 
the yester-continents · 
And hides, in vast forgetfulness, an oId 
religion's sacraments. 
The yellow ·sunshine warms the earth t<> 
bloom and colour life and light: 
An atom stirred to sense of being, circled by 
eternal night, 
Yet holding in its narrow scope the grandeur 
of the ages' gain 
Through centuries of evolution, compassed 
in the human brain. 
Behind the sunlight waits the darkness-star­
less, dense of empty space-
The life-Ii t minute of existence to engulf 
in its embrace 
A black oblivion waiting, waiting out beyond 
the golden sun 
As waits the ocean for the raindrop, till its 
little course be run. 
So careless-footed down the cycles, Life runs: 
laughing at her foe, 
Dancing gaily on the stillness of the mighty 
Long Ago. 
A little light in boundless gloom, an eddy in 
the silent naught, 
Yet inst~nct with v.ital es.sence from the 
more-than-matter caught. 
Z. Stables. 
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The Long Arm 
I. 
Stewart 'l1ainton, architect, sat in his 
office. He \vas not at the moment engaged 
in his profession, but was, with some 
deliberation, dissolving some crystab in 
a tumbler of water which stood on the 
desk in front of him. He did not look 
at what he wa8 doing, but gazed steadily 
at a clock on the mantelpiece directly 
opposite where he \vas 8itting. It pro­
vided the uninteresting information that 
the day had advanced to twenty minute.· 
to the hour of six. But he did not i:;ee it, 
his gaze wa · the wide-eyed 8tare that 
betokens a pre-occupied mind. He was, 
in fact, deep in thought. So much so that 
he kept stirring his hand round and 
round long after all the crystals had 
disappeared into the solution . But his 
air of abstraction was explainable, for 
the crystals were strychnine, a•nd Stewart 
Tainton was contemplating an immecliate 
suicide. And on occasio.m; of such 
moment a little thought is not unnatural. 
He was not, however, as is the accepted 
habit of suicides, moralising; nor yet 
reviewing his own personal history. He 
was merely going over the detailt> for the 
ordering of his affairs after hi8 death. 
Relations he had none, his friends were 
few , wliile busine.·s during the la. t months 
had diminished to· an almm;t inconsider­
able amount. His lawyer, who ·was also 
his friend, could be expected to do all 
that \Vas neceRsary. So that in a few 
minute ' he was assured of the perfection 
of bis arrangements. 
He cea. ed stirring and sat upright in 
his chair. After a momentar:v pause he 
raised the glass to bis lips, and as thr clock 
began to chime the quarter to the hour 
be tilted his hand. 
II. 
Th e lawyer was puzzled. Ile had, that 
same morning, been sho·ckecl to hear c)f 
his friend's death; but now he was both 
puzzled and shocked. IIe had been read­
ing the will of 11is late friend. As wills 
go it was an uninteresting document, more 
particularly so because Stewart Tainton 
had little else to bequeath beside debts: 
hut the final clause was the source of the 
lawyer's di8composure. Beveral time· 
over he read it: To Sibyl Rayrno'Ild I leave 
my hatred. The lawyer looked at the elate 
of the will: it wa. but two days earlier.. 
''How strange and how terrible,'' he 
murmured, ''that anyone should go to 
death expre ·sing so bitter aud so dete. ·t­
able a ·entiment; it is indeed a peculiar 
world after all.'' And having eased hi · 
mind of the weight of these i~latitudes :, he 
picked up the heavy black note b1ook 
which had served as his friend's cliar)y in 
the hope that he would there find ·come 
enlightenment. 
He opened it at the last page that l had 
bee,n written, and of which the date 1 was 
that on which ~tewart ~rainton had l re­
moved hin18elf from the cares of 1 this. 
world. Aud at this point he commennced 
to read, reading back over the record.us of 
each day in the rever::;ecl order from t that 
in which they had been .'Cl down, hopping~ 
in this way to come sooner on the oojject 
of his search. It gave him the curiiou · 
sensation of living backward.. , and he 
paused with the faintly baroque reflecttion 
that he was in a manner reading up ide­
down the ljfe of a man whose death l had 
been contrary to the natural regnlattion 
of such affair ... 
He resumed his reading, finding the­
diary very similar to that of any ottiier 
professional man, except that in this ease 
it wa. an almost continuous record of 
failure, ann·otated with the bitter ccom­
ment of one wlrn was both clisappoim teci 
and unsuccessful. • 'liO'htly bored he "--ent 
dutifullv on. Tainton had not becnL a~ 
indefatigable a diarist as Pepys; often in­
deed, he omitted to note the happeni1i1ngs 
of several clays together. thus break\.:iug­
the thread of his narrative. Nor hadl h e­
tliat fund of Yicious hut entertaiming 
scancla l on which that inveterate Geo·rg~ian 
gossip, Creevey, could draw. Comse­
quently it was somewhat to be ex-i1ec!ted 
that the lawyer found the reading a trifie­
dull. 
He twisted his chair idly from side to­
side and turned back another page. It 
" ·as dated about ten months previou~1:v,. 
a ncl the paragraph was a little longer than 
l 
most of the others. He scanned it rap­
idly and then read it again; it ran a::; 
fo.Uows: ''I have now endured an inde-­
scribable mental torture for the sp_ace of 
two long months. Perhaps I have hee,n 
unwise in refusing to attempt to com­
municate with her. But so sudden and 
complete a desertion is inconceivable, 
unless she no lo.nger cared for my atten­
tions, and it is against my nature to press 
in where I am given plainly to undersLaml 
that I am not desired. As far as I am 
concerined she has broken off our engage­
ment without any excuse, without even 
the slightest pretext; since, when I last 
saw her, we parted in the best of spirits 
and on most excellent terms. Hencefor­
ward, then, I shall endeavour to exclude 
her from my thoughts. rrl1ese are my 
last words on the subject: May God blast 
her soul as she has surely blasted mine.'' 
"So," said the lawyer, "we are reach­
ing the heart of things. r.rhe lady has 
arrived and the case is now to be heard 
in came.rn. '' And he laughed, for he 
always enjoyed an in camera hearing. 
He continued to read, but now with a 
quickened interest. And he wa~ taken 
into the deepest confidence of a heart­
broken man. He had not thought hi::; 
friend capable of so intense a pas:-:;iou. In 
the page::; that he now read, there wa.:i 
disclo::;ed a conflict between a man and 
himself; where hope alternated with 
despair, and where a buoyant confidence 
sank 1nto an overwhelming doubt; a tal t: 
told sometimes in crisp and vigorous· 
phrases ; sometimes in a tone o·f sour 
cynicism; sometimes in blackly bitter 
invective; with the handwriting now neat 
and precise, .n.ow an almost unintelligible 
scrawl emphasised by heavy unclrrscor­
ings which marked through the pages. 
Back and back he read till he came to 
a aate Virhich seemed oddly familiar t() 
him. ''May the nineteenth, '' he mused, 
"what liappened then~" His glauce fell 
on the calendar on his desk; the number 
on it was twenty. "Of course, the nine­
teenth of May was yesterday,'' and he 
laughed to himRelf at his momenta~y be­
wilderment. The entry waR made m the 
diary a year a,nd a day pl'f'YionRly; it 
read: "Sibyl did not turn up at our usual 
meeting-place to-day. She left no mes-
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sage, but I suppo::;e she wa::; detained. It 
is the only time we have not met during 
all the years of our ar.quaintance. 
expect she will ring me to-morrow !'' 
"And she didn't," observed the la-wyer 
to himself; ''she did tur,n him dowu 
rather abruptly after all. No· wonder he 
was so morose for the la::;t few mouth:-:;, 
and still less remarkable for him to com­
mit suicide. The combination of business. 
worries with trouble with one':::; lady-love 
is a bit too much for anyone.'' 
He finished reading the dairy with a 
spurt of energy but with an interest that 
was flagging again. The early part wa::; 
as dull as the last, only in a different way. 
rl'his portion was the monotonou::; record 
of success, an all too obvious sati::;fact1on 
in the steady ~ncrease in busine::;s, mixed 
with the insipid sentimentalities o·f a man 
as thoroughly love-sick as he was com­
monplace. 
'-'Now," said the lawyer, "it is my 
painful duty to convey to the lady her 
legacy.'' He was also prompted by a 
keen desire to see in the flesh a vrnman 
as heartless as (if he could believe the 
d"iary) she was beautiful. 
III. 
That afternoon the lawyer ::;too-cl out­
side the suburba1n boarding house where, 
he had discovered by reference to the 
diary, Sibyl Raymond had liYed. If she 
did not .then live there he could "perhaps 
find out wher,e she did live. He rang 
the bell vigorously, waking the honse 
from its afternoon drowsiness, aud in a 
few moments the owner herself ope11cd tbe 
door. 
''Does,'' he inquired, '' Mii':i::; Haymond 
live here. ~ I am a lawyer,'' he added, 
in explanation of himself and in case she 
might prove reticent. 
She paused, silent, and then: 
"That's funrny," she said, "I was jn!)t 
thinkin' _of 'er a m]nute ago. A year ago 
yesterd 'y, it ·was, she come in from 'er 
work, ahout 'ar-parst five, looking quite 
done up, pore thing. Said she felt crook, 
she did, an' was goin' to 'phone 'er bloke. 
Then she took queer all of a sudden, and 
y' miO'ht Ray Rhe die<l in me arms, just as 
• t"I • ' hthe tmvn clock up thr1'e was strikm t e 
quarter to the 'our. 'Er 'eart ,was always 
weak, pore thing." 
I 
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In Times of Tribulation 
Peter Harbach owned a little mill on the 
hanks of a stream which contributed to 
the mighty waters of the Danube. He 
was not a well educated man. bnt hr had 
imag~native power, and the skill to inter­
pret with his bow and fiddle the folk 
music of his native plains. And when 
the heavy doo-rs of the mill were shut, 
and Peter and his motherless son had 
eaten their evening meal in the nearby 
cottage, a few of the rneighbours would 
gather in the dining room, pipes would be 
lit with much puffing, and pressing of 
fingers on the large bowls, and Peter and 
his boy, not much higher than a chair 
and ornly half as, old as the big do·g sleep­
ing near the fireplace, would tune their 
instruments. 
At such a time would the day's inci­
dents be touched upon, for once the music 
started there had to be silence. Peter 
Harhach, although a peaceful main, in­
sisted on that, and young Peter, quick to 
take his cue. was known to frown when 
old Joseph Kroven so much as cleared 
his throat in the middle of an adagio. 
The miller was proud of his son and 
the tales he co-uld tell on his violin when 
but nine years of age. Already he drew 
a purer tone than did the champion fid­
dler of the big town 30 miles away, and 
already people, strangers to the village, 
stopped their carriages or their cars near 
the old mill and asked Peter to pernuaL1e 
his son to play. What moments were 
these! "That," said the father, when 
the listeners would hasten to applaud a 
spirited bit of playing, ''is his own com­
position. By sight he fiddles 'vell, but 
if the score is in his head, it is heave·n.'' 
Once a portly man ':vith diamonds on 
his fingers offered to take young Peter to 
Vienna and make him the world's great­
est violinist. '' rrhree years in the hands 
of Markmer,'' vowed the visitor to o·ld 
Harbach, "-and your son will set Euro1Jc 
in a whirl of enthusiasm.'' 
Bnt the miJler loved his boy selfishly. 
and sent the wealthy man away in a bad 
temper. ''Peter my son is a genius,,.' 
Harbach told himself, ''and through 
me and the toil of my hard han<ls shall 
his genius be shaped. What would b~ 
my last years to me if others were respon­
sible for his greatness~ What wonld his 
dead mother think of me if I were~ to 
hand him over to othrr. · who 'vould re­
gard his playi·ng in terms of kro·nen.. 
myself will send him to Markmer. '' 
A great part of the miller's earniings 
were set aside for the realisat1on of tthat 
aim-three years 0£ Markmer 's guidamce 
for his son. Very little did old Harbrnch 
spend on himself, and the goss]ps of the 
village, all save Theresa, the one-enred 
widow of a peasant, began to talk of his 
meanness. Theresa had been a frienct1 of 
Harbach 's wife, and perhaps if it had not 
been for the fear that she might displlacC' 
him in his son's affection, old Peter miight 
have married her. 
She called the father from the mill one 
afternoon. Her face was flnsbecl w;rith 
excitement, and her single eye glistemed 
with emotion. ''Young Peter is pla:wing 
near tb e old pine,'' she gasped, '' ancd it 
is the lo·veliest music ever man, beast;, or 
bird has heard. I passed h]m by o-n the 
other side of the stream, and ·when I llist­
ened I felt a call to prayer. All the 
leaves on the tree were still, and in the 
air was the song of angels. He did not 
see me or the 'vorld about him. His ch1eek 
lay on the hody of his violin, and his eeyes 
seemed to be closed in dreaming.'' 
Peter Harbach did ·not pause to ccon­
sider why Theresa had ever married tthat 
brutal peasant instead of becoming htelp­
meet to a poet. He rushed into his milll to 
finish off the day's work: so that he co:>uld 
hear all the sooner this wonderful mew 
composition. 
When he hurried to the cottage yonmg 
Peter was there. "My boy," cried the 
father, ''you have new mnsic in y'our 
instrument. \\That is it? rrherrsa cmme 
enchanted from the forest. She said the 
very leaves were strn. '' 
"Theresa is silly," said young Pe·Ler, 
virith ca·odour beyond his years. "It was 
a song I dreamt my mother sang to me. 
I saw her leave the graveyard. She was 
just what you told me, and she came to 
me as I lay near the big pine. When she 
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knelt near me she did not lift her veil, 
but I heard her singi·ng in a low voice. .At 
first there was joy in her words, then the 
sun went under a cloud and she bent her 
head in the shado,v. She was still sing­
ing, but her voice was sad, and soon the 
words I heard were those of a prayer you 
told me the good priest says in times of 
tribulatio·n. Then mother bent to kiss 
me and her tears fell upon my cheeks and 
woke me. There was no one about. Sh~ 
had gone, and the tears I felt were only 
drops of rain from a passing cloud. For 
a while I could not stir, but then I took 
my violin and my mother's song came 
back to me.'' 
"It was a vision,'·' exclaimed old Peter, 
who had listened in rapt attention. '·Play 
me the song, Peter, my boy.'' 
And the miller's son took his accus­
tomed place in the corner of the dining 
ro·om and recaptured his dream song. The 
father sat in ecstasy. He heard the stream 
as it moved whisperingly on to the cas­
cade near his mill, and all the pleasant 
sounds of a drovirsy summer 's day. There 
was the twit twit of a little bird as it 
hopped from' bra·nch to branch, and the 
gentle shiver of innumerable leaves as a 
gust of '"rind came from the dark moun­
tains and flirted with them. When a 
firm young finger plucked the strings 
for just 20 seconds Harbach saw old Ther­
esa '"rith her ancient guitar, but soon the 
joyousness of a smooth and singing legato 
changed into notes of deepest pathos and 
the short phrases of a prayer. The miller 
was uneasy. He saw the priest with his 
white head bowed, and heard a voice fiiled 
with the woe of ruined harvests, war, and 
broken men and women, pray haltingly: 
'' 0 Father, look upon Thy people in this 
time of great unhappiness; save us from 
our lot of desolation. and allay the weari­
ness in our hearts. We have do·ne wrong 
in Thy sight, but '"''e repent. Raise then, 
0 Father, the hand that is heavy upon us." 
Peter Harbach wanted to cry out to his 
son to end the dreadful sadness, but his 
lips could frame no word. \Vhen he could 
speak the music ended in a weird outbur.'t 
of frenzy, .and yo·ung Peter stood, with ~is 
eyes flashing and bow swung to one sLde 
as if it were a sword. 
The father rushed to embrace him. 
''Peter,'' he cried, trembling with emo­
tion, "you have made me fear. You play 
like a prophet and your violin sings of 
sorrow. But you ::;hall be great. In Aug­
ust you shall go to :Markmer, and kings 
and queens will smile upon you.'' 
In August young Peter did not go to 
:Markmer. 1~he year was 1914, _and .almost 
before Harbach or his fellow villagers 
could plant their savings in garden plot 
or cottage wall, the Chariot of War had 
thundered-Dy toward the Serbian frontier 
and they were called upnn to follow it, 
the young to fight and the old to maintain 
the lines of cvmmunication. 
Th e miller gave his son into the care 
of Theresa. ''It is a heavy charge,'' he 
said with tears in his eyes, ''but he will 
make it light for you with his violin. Cal'e 
for him as I would and when soon this 
war is o-ver we shall make him famous. ' ' 
Then Peter Harbach waf.l f.lncked jnto 
the vortex of war. For two years he did 
no fighting, and twice he got home to «ee 
his son and to hear his nnrnic. 11 heresa 
had lost three brother::;, and she was ailing. 
Harbach wondered if she would live to 
care fo11 Peter until the war was o·ver. He 
returned from leave with misgiving in his 
heart . In 1916 so many of the brave young 
men had been killed that Peter and his 
fellows were dragged into the front line 
of the advance on Rouma·nia. And it was 
on the road to Bucharest that q, shell ex­
ploded in the middle of Peter 's company 
ai1d blew the sight out of the miller's eye;-; 
for ever. 
It was three years before Peter Harhach 
was consciorn~ that he wished to live; it 
was another three before old Jo~eph Kro­
ven took him out of hospital and escorted 
him back, blind and broken, to· hii-:; native 
village. Theresa dead, Peter his boy taken 
to Vienna years ago by a wo111:m from 
the Society for the Care of Children Or­
phaned by the War. Old Peter, who 
could not think very quickly now, thought 
that a society with such a wonderful name 
should be. able to produce his boy at a 
moment's notice. But why ''orphan''. 
He, Peter Harbach, the miller, was not 
dead l He wanted his son and his music 
-the music a11 the more because he was 
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blind and coul~ not :::;ee the sun or the· 
light upon the stream near the mill. J o:::;eph 
Kroven wrote for him to the :::;ociety to 
.ask them to send back young Peter. 'l1he 
.answer came quickly. It was a great so­
ciety! Peter Harbach had no sooner been 
taken to Viienna than he was adopted by 
.a distinguished person who did not wish 
his name to be disclosed. The father had 
been .offici1ally repo1 ted dead, and t.he1 
so·ciety, which was no'v too poor to do 
.anything, could not accept any respom;i­
bility. 
For four months after Joseph read Uie 
reply to Peter, the one-time miller did 
nothing all day but sit in the ~mnshine , 
if the weather was fine , and mumble: '' 0 
Father, save rn; from our life of desola­
tion, and allay the wearines.· in om· 
hearts," and then, "My boy, play me .·om ~ 
music.'' 
Joseph surprised him one afternoon. 
"To-morrow, Peter," he said, "'"e go to 
Vienna. A great violinist is there. Have 
you heard nf Selker? They say he is the 
be~t who ever pressed a string. And 
young, too. Just what your Peter wo·uld 
have been.'' 
The old man was almost mad with joy. 
The excitement made him feel years 
younger. "Perhaps it is Peter, " he kept 
sayinO' on the journey. "He never looked form~. Some scoundrel got him; told him 
I was dead; never to· look for me; mak­
inO' fortunes out of his young fingers . 
I 
0 
must hear· this Selker. Is it Peter 
Selker ~ '' 
"It is Franz." 
"Ah, it is not Peter. I~ is Franz. " 
It ,;o;ras the night of th.e great Selker 's 
eighth concert when Joseph piloted his 
blind companion through the throng out­
side the Majestic Hall. Cheap seats for 
two, far back, but not to·o far back for 
blind Peter and half-deaf tToseph. Har­
bach 's dead eyes were not affected by the . 
brilliant lights and the splendour of a 
noble interior, nor could he see the 
crowded galleries, and the rows and rows 
of packed stalls. But he sensed the sup­
pressed excitement, heard the animated 
conversations, and smelt the greasiness of 
the peo·ple around him. 
A woman behind him was. reading, and 
Peter laid his hands upon Joseph 's arm 
for silence. '' Selker is another Paganini 
in technical mastery of the violin, al­
though it is not long since hi:::; native gen­
ius, so evident in his interpretation of 
folk musiq, shed its encumbrances and 
won fresh glory in the guidance of Mark­
mer. '' 
'' Markmer ! Peter was to· go to him. 
He could polish gold. Peter wanted that . 
Selker ! Selker ! Not Perer Selker, but 
Franz." Harba,ch was speaking ex.cit­
edly and several people looked aroundl to 
stare at him. 
The woman coughed loudly and r read 
on. "The great violinist will play u:1ev­
eral of his own compo·::;itions. Althol>ugh 
only 18 years of age he haR already ccon­
tributed much to the literature of musisic.'' 
"Eighteen. Peter would have bbeen 
18. He was a composer. Could it ---'' 
But Harbach lm;t his train of thouught 
in the storm of applause as the violiiinist 
made his appearance. 
Selker was brilliant. Peter Hai·bbach 
realised that in the first few passages, \ and 
everyone knew it when Bach's Chaco1onne 
proclaimed that here was a violinist "who 
swept all difficulties before him. 
Peter sat silent in the noisy appreecia­
tion. This wa: not his Peter. His Pt>eter 
had a i-;oul which flowed jnto ·pace Nrom 
the magic strings of hi::; violin. H e 1had 
hoped that Selker would reveal himn.self 
as his lost boy-but now all was over. He 
did not want to hear the rest of the i:pro­
gramme. 
"Wait," advised Joseph. "'rhe wo·nman 
says the next is his own." 
But Selker 's own did not raise Pt'eter 
from his . lough of despond. Fanlt:tless 
tone, faultless everything-not a creatiion, 
but something manufactured. 
At the end, which to· the old nnan 
seemed so ·long in coming, the audiemce 
rose up in acclamation. ''Once morre, ' ' 
they wanted, '-'Once more.'' And Sellk:er 
gave 01ne more. 
The first note roused Peter Harb>ach 
from his torpor. He leaned forwraI ci 
striving to see the violinist. As the mmsic 
filled the hall he felt that his heart wornld 
burst. The world was his again. 'The 
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violin was speaking t(\_ him-it was tell­
ing him of those days before the war, 
days of dreams. 'l1he river whi:-;pered to 
him, he heard the birds, and foe shiver of 
the trees; he remembered Theresa '8 
words: "I felt a call to prayer. All th~ 
leaves were still and in the air was the 
song of angels.'' Theresa had never heard 
'vhat, he had heard that day and what he 
was hearing now. There! There was the 
r.pening chord of the prayer-in times of 
ti·ihulation. 
The old man sank from his seat to his 
knees. He would say it. '' 0 Father--'' 
"Shut up," hissed a man. Another 
nudged him violently. Joseph whisper­
ed to him to get up. 
"0 Father." I etet· Harbach l1eanl 
nothing but the praying violin. "Look 
upon Thy people in this time of great 
unhappiness; save us from our lot of 
desolation, and allay the weariness in onr 
hearts. We have done wrong in Thy sight, 
but we repent. Raise, 0 Father, ihe han(l 
that is heavy upon us.'' 
In the furo·re no one heard the long­
sigh that came from Peter Harbach. Thr 
hall was a lmoRt empty when J oscph 
Kroven rca liRed that he was dead. 
Colin Bingham. 
---**-­
Three Poems- by Colin Bingham 
.SOLAO~. 
Daylight fading in the bloodwood glade, 
Homing birds on a buoyant breeze, 
Inisect calls in the depth of the shade, 
And a sibilant murmuring in the trees-
Mantling night with its tired breathing, 
A windmill looming against the sky, 
Swamp mist with .its magic wreathing, 
And the sighing scrub where the curlews 
cry-
These to my heart in the wide West give 
Solace like the words of a kindly priest, 
And I fee'! in my breast that I want to live 
Though the laughter of one haa forever ceased. 
Sunlight kissing the homestead shutters, 
A sharp axe flashing to a gidyea log. 
Busy ducks puddling in black ·soil gutters, 
And the lazy yawning of 'a small lean dog- · 
f_,ure of mirage on open spaces, 
Thronging sheep by the water courses. 
St.ockmen resting with wind-burnt facea 
In the shade of their drowsy horses-
These to my mind when the night has van 
ished 
Bring the spell of a new Jand,..s making, 
And I know that soon the West will have 
banished 
The wildest grief from a heart near breaking. 
THR FAR-AWAY. 
I am fifty and Joan is two, 
But we are both of an ae-e on a certain day-, 
Wlum, no matt.er what anyone else may clo. 
We leave for the hiHs and t.he far-away. 
Out of the garden gate we pass, 
When still the petal's of flowers are wet, 
And the dew-drops glittering on the grass 
Crown every blade with a coronet. 
I step shorter ::1nd Joan steps long, 
And we leave the town by a tiresome street 
For the wide green ridge and the whispere,, 
song 
Where wind from the sea and coolibah meet. 
It matte.rs not that never yet 
.Have Joan and I crossed the wide green ridge; 
Indeed, that our feet have never been set 
On the other 1side of the "big-stick" bridge: 
But it matters a lot that just we two, 
In the early morn of a certain day. 
With never a thought of what others may do, 
f:hould leave for the hills and the far-away. 
RETREAT. 
When into infinity the last star, 
'The watchful rearguard of a vanishecl 11ost. 
Fades, and swiftly over the mountains far 
The sun's rays, as if from an advanced noBt 
Leap into the pale and unresisting sky, 
Let you and I, as men who saw retreat 
Made beautiful, ask each the reason ';"l1y 
We leave the field of old opinions .held 
And .Proven false, with frowns and stumbling 
feet, 
Disgruntled mien and anger Pcarcely que11ec1 . 
As if there were not in defeat or pain 
Wi.sdom of God, an<l mystery made p1ain . 
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The West of England Through the Ages 
On e may tour the '"est of England on 
the highways or one may leave them to 
go exploring in the byways. To do this in 
the springtime is to sto·re up a host o.E 
memori es of wondrous beauty; for the 
green lanes of DeYon, ''red Devon by the 
Sea," are exquisitely lovely in the May­
time of the year, with the trees in fre h 
green leafy beauty and the wild flowers 
ligh ting up every shady corner, the yel­
low gorse a splash of colour on the moor ­
lands amd the bluebells spreading a misty 
haze over every hillside. 
It i not on beauty of nature alone, ho\Y­
ever , that one may feast when touring 
Devon . Every mile of the road has some­
thing to be disco•vered, something that 
t ells of bygone ages and the romance of 
man ' doings in olden days. 'l'hu~ in one 
un sequestered lane we found the entrance 
to a perf ect paradise on earth, the ruins 
of Berry Pomeroy Castle, an old No·rman 
Castle with a Tudor Manor House built 
with in its walls, the whole in a lovely 
setting of green woods and leafy paths. 
Th er e v.ras fierce strife 'Yaged in the Civil 
War" with the result that the Pomeroy 
fami ly i;n s extinguished nnd the Castle 
has been falli 1ng into ruins ever since. Jn 
th e no·rth of DeYon , at Tintagel we saw 
the r emains of what is reputed to have 
been King Arthur 's Castle, set high on ~ 
bold promontory jutting out intQ the sea, 
almost . urrounded by water. Nearby was 
the town of Camelford said to have been 
the Camelot of the Arthurian legends, 
though ·winchester also claims that honour. 
The latter city possesses another relic of 
this great hero-king for on the walls of 
the Great Hall of Winchester Castle hangs 
that which is said to be King Arthur's 
Round Table marked with the twenty four 
places for his knights and their names in­
scribed thereon. 
Not far from Winchester is a place that 
is rather more like something from the 
Middle Age~· than a present day institu­
tion. It is the Hospital of St. Cross, a self­
containecl community wherejn some 
. twenty-five old men may peacefully end 
their days, each in his own little house . 
with a master goYerning the community 
This has existed since Norman days w-lhen 
it was founded by the Knights of St. J mhn 
of Malta. The "brothers" wear a mni­
form, the most ·notable features of wluic~l. 
are a long black or red cloak and a lhat 
similar to those worn by the ''Beefea t e rm · ~ 
in the Tower of Londo~. A curious custcom. 
has been observed throughout the ceen­
turies, that of giving fo every wayfall'er 
who comes thither and requests it, a hmrn 
of beer and a piece of bread and ch ee ~. ·e. 
This is still done and we '' receiYed tthe 
dole" when ~risiting the Hospital, thou~gh 
nowadays it js usually limited to· one or 
two portions for each party of Yisitors.. 
Devon and Cornwall are no upstau-t 
settlements but have been known simcc 
the earliest days of man's history, as i .· 
shown by the relics o·f pa8t ages whiich 
one so frequently encounters. Outsiide 
Dorchester is Maiden Castle, the largeest 
known defensive position of the earrly 
Britons, a perfect maze of earthwo_rlik . . 
On Dartmoor are a great number of smaall 
circles of rough-hewn stones, supposed to 
have been early British camps and calltled 
hut circles. these being frequently assooci­
ated with long straight avenues of l\fe:en­
hir stones whose exact purpose is nnot 
known. At .Avebury is the largest sto·nne 
circle in England; Aubrey who snrvey r-e<l 
it in 1663 told Charles II that "AYcbmry 
did as much exceed Stonehenge as a 
Cathedral doth a parish church. '' Tlhe 
diameter of its outer circle is 1260 feeet , 
· while that of Stoneheng·e. is 100 feet; y<et 
in contrast to the fame of the latter, hmw­
little is the former known! Avebnry i. 
by far the largest cromlech in Britaim; 
indeed there is said to be no megalithi.ic 
structure to equal it in Europe except Uhe 
Stone Avenues at Carnac in Brittany. A\.11 
authorities agree that i·n its original forrm 
the Great Temple of Avebury consisteecl 
of a gigantic circle of stones which e:en­
closed two lesser circles: the centre cof 
one being occupied by a single tall obbe­
lisk and of the other by an · altar-lilike 
group of three uprights, the total art.'ea 
encompassed being about 28 acres. Tl'he 
whole was approached by two avenues <of 
some two hundred stones, each of whicch 
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took a sjnuous course south-east and south­
west, amd according to de Stukeley, who 
wrote concerning Avebury in 1743, these 
represented a serpent transmitted through 
a circle, hi· idea being that the serpent 
was a symbol of the Deity to many 
heathen nations. ~ompletely surrounding 
the, Circle was a ditch, some 35 1eet deep, 
which is practically intact at the presem 
day. ':l1he material from this-dug out, 
it is suggested by the use of deer antlers 
and removed by means of sho·ulder blades 
of oxen m;ed as spades (many bones of 
both these kinds having been found)--­
formed a mound or vallum of chalk rub­
ble on it. · outer side, rising in parts to :33 
feet abo·ve the surrounding fields . The 
fact that the ditch is inside the earth. 
works leads to the conclusion that it was 
not for defensive purposes, since the 
moat of a castle is ahvays outside the 
wall:::;. Whether the ridge was used to 
seat spectator or merely as a boundary 
to the sacred spot ·within, it is impossible 
to say. It has been suggested that the 
ditch may have been made as a reservoir 
for water to supply the large population 
which must haye been necessary to carry 
out such a stupendous ta:::;k. 'l1he stones 
forming the Great Circle were one hun­
dred in number, all in upright positiO'n, 
and in no case '"ere they dressed or 
touched by tool of any kind. 
It is impossible to tell to what period 
this great work belongs. Roman, British, 
and Bronze-age pottery ha::; been found 
during excaYations, also clipped flint 
implements of undoubted neolithic manu­
facture. It is fairl>· certain, however, 
that A wbury is older than Stonehenge, 
the stones of 'vhich are dressed. Stukeley 
put. its foundation at 1859 B.C. Its pm­
pose, like- its age, is full of mystery; it 
ha. ·with equal reason been supposed to 
haYe been erected for astronomical, ciYil, 
and religious -purposes. 'l1he serpent 
theory of Stukeley is now generally 
abandoned; neYertheless most authorities 
incline to the opinion that Anbury J'i"as 
a temple, since it could hardl>· haYe been 
erected fo1· an>·thing less than a religious 
use. ·whatewr its object, it is quite rea­
sonable to suppose that it serYed as a 
great meeting place of the trioes 'vho 
were the earliest inhabitants of Britain, 
for ·which reason it is frequently referred 
to as "the first capital of England." 
Silbury Hill, standing south of the 
Great Circle of Avebury, is in all proba­
bility the largest artificial mound in 
Europe. It is 120ft. high in the form of a 
truncated cone covering fiye and a half 
.acres of land, and consists mostly of chalk 
rubble. One sign of its antiquity is that 
the Roman road from Bath to Marlbo·r­
ough runs in a direct line towards Silbury, 
but when near it is deflected out of its 
course to avoid this obstruction. l\iore 
decisive still is the fact that excavations 
at the base o.f the hill have revealed the 
presence of flint implements, which 11xes 
the date well before Roman times. On 
the small hills all round AYebury may be 
seen numerous mounds or ''barrows,'' 
prehistoric burial places in which human 
remains have been found, and it ha been 
sugo·ested that .Silbury Hill -yvas erected 
for a similar purpose. 'rl1ere i , howeve1·, 
no eYidence to i-mppo·rt this theory, for 
numerous excavations have re-Yealed 
nothing in the way of human remains. lts 
purpose is certainly inYolnd in myktery, 
although from its position it appea1·s to 
form part of the general plan of the AYe-­
bmy structures. 
Neolithic Man.-At Harlyn Bay in 
No·rth Cornwall, is a most interesting 
Neolithic burial ground, the largest eYer 
found in Britain, for two hundred intern­
ments had been made there. Many of the 
skeletons are perfect, and can be seen 'in 
situ' just as they were found after the 
r('mQval of the 'vindblown sand which 
had coYered them to a depth of from l~ 
to· 15 feet. The skeleton.· " ·ere found en­
cased in rectangular '' cists '' or coffin. 
composed of large slabs of slate. A:. char­
acteristic feature of the interments is 
that they are all of the" crouched burial" 
type, in which the leg are bent so that 
the knees almost touch the chin, and tlrn 
body lies on its side. Two quite po·ssib~e 
reasons haYe been suggested for the prac­
tice of burial in this attitude; firstly that 
a body in such a position would be eas>­
to carry, and secondl>', that this "·as the 
usual sitting and sleeping position of 
primitiYe races in life, and so· "·ould be 
considered to be a eomfortable position 
in death . . This type of burial is charac­
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teristic of neolithic races all over Europe. 
However, i'Il this case as in ~;ome other.s, 
a few bronze and iro·n implements are 
found in the cists, so that probably this 
is a case of neolithic customs continuing 
into Bronze and Eady Iron ageH. A sLucly 
of the kulls points to the same conclu­
sion, for their average length-breadLh 
ratio is intermediate between that of neo­
lithic and that of Bronze Age skulls, 
hence \Ve a. sume that there had been an 
admixture of races. This leads us to put 
the date of the ·e people as the age ju:-;t 
precedino· the Roman Invasion. 
The implement found at Harlyn Da.1 
are rather interesting. In addition to· the 
usual one.· of flint , there also occur a 
great number made of .·late, which is 
rare. The slate used is always of a fine­
grained character, and is not of local 
occurrence, having evidently been trarn;­
p~rtecl to the spot. They are often po·l­
ished and of fine workniainship, hard 
enough to pierce ·wood or leather, the 
most interesting ones (tn me at least) 
being- perfectly formed bodkins or needles. 
Some fe,v shell implements also occur, 
made from common limpet and mussel 
shells. 
'The Later Periods. - Of a much 
later date are the numerous stone crosses 
tn be een in Cornwall. They are of 
granite and are reminiscent of the ear­
liest day. of Christianity in Britain, most 
of them being of the Celtic cross form, 
that i., a cross with a circle round it. The 
circle i a survival of the days of sun­
worship. \Vith the advent of Christian­
ity the . ymhols of the two religions had 
to be merged, so the circle was placed 
round the cross. Some of them, which 
are tlrnught to haYe marked highways in 
earlier days, show a small figure roughly 
carved on the face of a solid circle. 
Another relic of pre - Roman days 
is a curious bridge on Dartmoor, 
called the Postbridge from the fact 
that the post horses used to be 
ridden over it, though mow it has fallen 
into disu. e with the building of a new and 
larger one. It is a triple-_arch bridge, each 
arch consisting of one single slab of 
stone, the size and strength of which is 
amazing. 
At the beautiful ruined Glastonbmry 
Abbey is another reminder d early d<.ay · 
of Christianity, the Thom Tree plamted 
by J·oseph of Arimathea when he camee to 
Britain. 'l'hen, as if to carry the 8pelll of 
the story of Christianity into modern da1ys, 
we Yisited Uuckfast Abbey, where a i·e­
markable wo1·k is in progress. This abb)ey, 
like so many oth()rs~ was destroyed to it.." 
foundations by Henry VIII., and the 
p1·operty for many yearn was in the hamd" 
of private O\vners. Recently, however, it 
has h~en giYen back to the Order of 
Benedictine Monks who formerly owmed 
it. Inspired by a noble . ambiticn Llhey 
studied old manuscripts and chroniclles, 
made out as far as possible the origiinal 
plan of the Abbey, and then set abwut 
rebuilding it. Five mo·nks were sent, cone 
only of whom was a stonemason, and he 
taught the others; and for twenty yeiars 
a succesion of monks have been workiing 
unflinchingly and unaided, never mwre 
than six working at a time, usually omly 
four. One may see them there to-day· in 
their long black cassocks and witde­
brimmed straw hats, forming a pictn.ue 
that looks like a page from some merliiae­
val legend. 
Old world things seem to linger lomg 
i1n Devon, for many of its villages lHR\'c 
the atmosphere of a hundred years a1go, 
and are delightfully picture1?que writh 
their thatched cottages and pretty g~ar­
dens. Other less pleasant survivals care 
there, too. For instance, in Faulklarncl, 
North Devon, there are wooden slc·ccks 
still to be seen on the village green. At 
Painswick there is an old church smr­
rounded by ninety-nine yew tree~. tth~ 
hundredth having time and again rcfmsed 
to grow. There are. iron stocks just o-mt­
side the wall of the churchyard, belie\Ye<1 
to be the only iron ones in England. To 
go a little further afield, at Brading: in 
the Isle of Wight, not only do the stc·cck. 
remain, but also a whipping post " nith 
holes in it through which the rope 'was 
passed to tie the victim's hands ; and in 
the centre of the town at the foot off a 
lamp post is a ring to which the bull ,,,-a8 
tied for the sport of bull-baifo~g. Off a 
happier nature is the survival of tthe 
Flora Day Dance, far-:famed in the sorng­
of the "Co:·nish Floral Da nee" in tthe 
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village of Helston in Cornwall. This 
takes place in May every year, and al­
though we saw the village, unfortunately 
we ·were too· late to see the dance. 
Many are the quaint inns and hostels 
where one may stay in the 'vest of Eng­
land. At Norton Bt. Philjp, in Devon, is 
the George Inn, mi ancient half-timbered 
hom:ie in which the Duke of Monmouth 
slept the night hefore the battle of Bedg­
moo·r. It ctaims the honour of being the 
oldest bcensed inn in England, having 
had its licence since 1397. At Tintern is 
the Beaufort Arms Hotel, an old low-ceil­
inged house with mullioned windo'v~; 
looking out over the beautiful ruiins 
of Tintern Abbey. In Winchester 
is a quaint old place, the Goel Begot 
Hostel. This derives its name from that 
of its original owner, the Saxon Godebc­
geata meaning Goodsgett0r, from whom 
it was purchased in 1058 by Queen Emma.. 
Later it became a priory with the rights 
of sanctuary, then it fell into the hands 
of the Cathedral Chapter, and has only 
been an inn since last century, although 
the prese1nt building dates from 1588r 
Every room in this fascinating place i.· 
named after someone connected with ib· 
past history. 
So one may go on, ever discovering. 
something new_ of interest or of beauty 
in the wonderful ·vvest of Englan<l. The 
spell of the past gr°'vs ·with ever-increas­
ing strength as one wanders on ; and one 
begins to understand the power of tradi­
tion which always has played so big a 
part in the build.ing up of our finest char­
acters, that traditiO'n which binds together 
the whole of the English race with a tie 
that c~nnot be broken. 
E.N.H. 
DA ROBUR. 
I shall not pray the coward's prayer 
That begs for days of changeless peace, 
Freedom from strife and rest from care 
"I'ill life must cease. 
But I shall lift my heart to asl{ 
For Ftrength proportioned to the task 
That I must bear. 
Let not my hour, 0 Lord, be spent 
Amid the cold, calm shades of Common· 
place · 
Grant me but strength, and I will be content 
The stress to face. 
And. if I fail, -let not Despair 
Cloud o'er my will; if 1 mnst gro!)e 
In darkness to the end, 0, there, 
Still send me hope. 
Still send me hope that I shall find 
The sun at last; 'still give me mind 
And heart to dare. 
t ask not that ilife's wine for me 
Be whol:Iy sweet, with tingling beads a-swim, 
This is my pray'r-"Grant that the cup may 
be 
Filled to the brim." 
Nib. 
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Dunk Island 
There are few o·f us who have not 
stopped and dreamed of a lone island 
where we might liYe in peace from the 
world of bustle and over-estimated. triflef-l. 
lt 'vas a pleasure, then, to be able to make 
a brief dash away from the city's cliin to 
<me of the mo ·t romantic islands of the 
world, a romance of fact, not of :fiction. 
Dunk Island is . ome hundred and ten 
miles north of Townsville, about twenty 
miles from Cardwell, and only five 
miles from the mainland of Australia. The 
island ri. es from gentle sandy beaches and 
.a rocky cape or two on the sheltered west­
.ern coast to a mountain backbo·ne ~00 
feet high, and falls away precipitously 
on the Pacific .·ide. Several creek. · have 
~roclecl their way i·oto the sides of the 
granitic mass, and their banlrn are clothed 
with dark green rain-forest. The ridges 
of the island carry open forest and a little 
gras.. On the eastern slope the vegetation 
is denser than up<Yn the western sheltered 
coast. It was in the "scrub" upon this 
part that a party spent a night, memor­
able to them because they we1;e trapped 
in it. 
Dunk Island i · notable among the 
islands of the coast of Queensla1nd be­
eause it was for twenty years the home 
of E. J. Banfield, journalist and amateur 
naturalist. Banfield was for many years on 
the staff of the Townsville paper and in 
later life he too·k up residence 01n Dnnk 
Island 'vhich was then inhabited only by 
.a few blacks. The unprofessional beach­
.comber wrote to his paper of the many 
varied thing. which he found in nature: 
plants, a1nimals, rocks, stories of the sea 
and land, all find a place in his books. 
His tales are sometimes a little stretched 
.and inaccurate, but they are always in­
teresting. No i:;tudent who go·es to Dunk 
Rhould fail to read one of this author ·s 
books: Last Leaves from Dunk Tslainc1, 
My Tropic Isle, 'rhe Confessions of :a 
Beach-comber, and others. Banfield out­
lived the abo·riginal possessors of the 
island and built a fine white-painted horn 
set in a rich garden, haJf natnral, half 
a rtificial, upo1n the O'entle slope of an old 
strand. Leading up from the pre:sent 
shore is an old raised beach with s'vmmp 
and eucalypt flora and a magnifi(cent 
avenue of cocoanut palms planted i:;come 
20 years ago·. A steep-banked, scrrub­
clad creek trickle its way to the sea, and 
the inaturali. t has brought its pure wa1ters 
to his home. Clo. e by, the remai:ns of thi 
peaceful man are laid to rest. His tcomb 
is simple and impressive in its beautyy-a 
cairn of rocks from the seashore ceme1mted 
together in all their native wildneBss­
truly a fitti1Jg monument. 
'ro the romantic studeint of nature D0unk 
appeals more strongly, perhaps, than ~ any 
other island off the coast because off its 
a~::-;ociatiom;. As a spot for an expeditition 
of science students it is about ideal. 1 Un­
fortunately, the coral i·eef which iSiSur­
rounded the isla1ncl until a year or t two 
ago has been destroyed by Nature aat a 
hlo-w. For countle s year8, perhaps_ ccen­
turie:-;, a myriad of coral polyp. haave 
built np a sanctuary for living things,. In 
a few hours a cyclone so stirred up · the 
.'ea and deposited mud that many geneera­
tions of ·work have been destroyed. 
A few miles from Dunk, ho,vever. tlrnere 
i.s a magnificent coral cay-a lo-·w, plaant­
less spit above high water, . unouncled l by 
coral reeferie:-; and all the horde of livi\'in()' 
things which as. ociate with the livj\ring 
reef. A visiting party can, in a•n hour r or 
two, go over and visit the open Barr-rier 
Reef in all its glory, urnmrpassed in a any 
part of the world and far ~rnperior to a any 
island fringi1og reef. As a hunting ~rouund 
for plants and ins~cts Dunk itself isi.s a 
veritable treasure house for the studdent 
collector. 
During second vac. thi. · year . ·o:ome 
forty students made their way to 
this pearl of the Jortb. rrhe boat titrip 
from Townsville to Dnn k "·as made on 
the '' Malanda,' ' and few of the trippoers 
were not vividly impressed by Innchhin­
bro·ok faland as the boat wended its w.vay 
through the Passage. rrhe up,vard jouur­
ney was made in the afternoon, the retuurn 
was made in early morning, w'hile t the 
peaks were still shrouded in mist. 
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Arrival on Dunk was attended by the 
usual baggage hauling labours from beach 
to camping ground, and for over an hour 
a willing train of students toiled in trans­
porting our gear up the avenue of cocoa­
nut palms towards the pretty white bun­
galow but 100 yards up the slope. 
One day a mixed party of students had 
a somewhat unenviable adventure in the 
scrub. They set out in the morning with 
the intention of going round the island, 
but when half way round found the way 
so rocky that they decided to cross over 
the mountain to come back. By night­
fall they were still only half way up on 
the ocean side, and were caught in a diffi­
cult patch of lawyer vine, popularly 
known as Calamus muelleri and other 
things. The camp \vas in consternatio1n 
and numerous search parties with power 
lamps and provisions made the 'timbered 
hills resound to their co·oees till after mid­
night. The lost party heard and replied, 
but they eventually had to light fires in 
the dense scrub amd make themselves 
more or less comfortable in the head of a 
gully. Next morning a sore and hungry 
party returned to camp, but they were 
still cheerful enough to say that they did 
not mind a bit. ~ 
Although this adventure made the party 
more wary o·f Nature's mesh the forest 
continued to he examined as stre•nuously 
as before. In the shades of_ th~ rain forest 
which followed the creeks, the variety of 
living things was truly intriguing. Great 
tall trees w_ith buttressed roots sustain 
the overhead canopy of dark green leaves. 
Strung from tree to tree like great ser­
pents are numerous vines, which have 
spent many generations in their struggle 
to get their leave::; upon the tree-top can­
opy. They gain their place by climbing 
round the fore8t trees and in many case8 
they kill their be•nefactors in the process. 
Interesting, too, are the several types 
of fern::;, some of which can only thrive 
in the moist creek bed, while other::; grow 
:in the driest tree clefts. Several of the:::;e 
ferns, too, are of ancient lineage; could 
they tell the story of their ancestors, they 
might keep whole halls enraptured by th'e 
wondrous tales of the past. Days when 
there were no flowers, nO' butterflies, no 
men or even higher animals; only ferns, 
great reptiles, and no doubt a myriad 
forms of primitive Jife of which we know 
nothing. It was :im this· place of · nature 
that one of the party chanced upon one 
of the most curious creatures in the whole 
'vorld. In a mass of rotting wood a ::;mall 
caterpillar-like animal was found which 
rejoices in the name of Peripatus. Peri­
patus has seein reptiles come and go, he 
has seen more than haJf a million species 
of :insects evolve from his ance8torn, he 
has watched the great group of higher 
animals, which the zoologist calls mam­
mals, develop from the reptiles of the past. 
Before birds were thought of Peripatus 
held sway. For countless centurie.. Peri­
patus has scarcely changed. What a story 
he might tell? Yet the biologist who col­
lects a single specimen in his lifetime i to 
be envied, fo·r Peripahrn is a rarity. a rare 
relic of a former age. 
There were mainy other things on Dunk, 
but we must leave them for another year. 
Suffice to say that though there were ~ome 
hardships for the young naturalists, we 
feel sure that they all enjoyed their trip 
thoroughly. 
It is understood that steps are being 
taken by the Government to· make Dunk 
a marine biological station and sa1nctuary 
under the control of the University. Such 
an investment will prove of inestimable 
value to Queensland. From a student':::; 
poi1nt of view all that Dunk needs 1~ a 
motor boat to run O'ut to the reef, and it 
becomes the most ideal Biology la b. in the 
world. Perhaps :::;ome henefactor might 
provide us · with the boat. 
Duumvirate. 
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Our Future 
Now that the 'V<U' is becoming a 
memory, we are recovering from itf:; 
dfects, and research a:nd industry are 
.developing along normal paths. In many 
ways the war has proved a tremendous 
-stimulus and it has broadened many of 
our ideas as to how things can be clone 
on the large scale. The clevelo·prnent of 
radio, aeronautics, and of a dozen other 
discoveries in science along commercial 
lines, and the experienced gained in large 
scale economic organi~·rntion of prorluction 
and distributi.o-n has macle us see the world 
in a n<:>w light. S;:nce the war, research 
has been prosecuted in ways which are 
quite different from those in vog1H:' in 
pre-,var times. 
~Just after t11e Peace of Versailles the 
ery of the public wa. · 1\forr Prorluction; 
to-dav it is l\fore Research. Tt is true, 
we cl~ require more and more research to 
solve the bigger problems faci1ng 118 
to-day. It should be borne in mind, how­
-evrr, ·that a great many of our modern 
problems do not require tremenclons 
efforts in research, bnt merrly an 
],ntellig<:>nt application of known metlrncls 
::rncl knowledge. 'Whenev<:>r an inclividual 
appears who is capable and willing to 
undertake research work, he should he 
encouragerl and left unham1)ered by the 
nstrictions mmally placed upon routine 
·workers, even though his work may some­
times be a little aca<lemic; the ~Teat 
ili.scoveries have ::irisen mainly from 
~tudies which the layman ofte.n considers 
useless and academic. 
Among the ranks of Univt>rsity 
grad11a1'es there always a few who are 
clestined to be creators of greater G'l' 
lesser <legree. Perhaps the majority 
111ever rise to anything extraordinary. bnt 
th ey are nevertheless of the grratest 
-value to the country, for by virtue of 
their education they are able to train 
others or to· apply their knowledge in 
the development of industry along more 
<>co,nomic lines. 1.'here is a constant lleed 
for both typf's of graduate; the more 
pro@:ressive and d>rnamic a nation, tbe 
mo·re readily will it absorb these men 
and women a:nd utili, e their services. · The 
caste of c11ltm('(l labour is highest.. A 
natio,n \vhich fails to deYelop the 'hmrnan­
ities' is doomed to fall into the rmt of 
materialism, and it will take a lback 
place among the societie. with whic-;h it 
is competing. 
It is eighteen >' ears 8ince the Univensi.ty 
of Queensla,nd was brO'nght into eJ>xist­
ence. It was an an. picjous occasion.. the 
creation of a great educational estabblish­
ment in a young country rich in na titural 
resources. Two year. later lect1tures 
commenced i,n the· historic old GnY1Yern­
ment Honse, pres<:>nted by the t then 
Governo-r, Sir \Villi.am l\fcGre~rnr, ::\ ::\LD. 
Subjects ranging from Latin to Cheministry 
were taught in the samf' building. GGrad­
ually new buildings were erected for r the 
University 01· were borrowed from L the 
rr echnical College, but the hou. ing off the 
Univrrsity has always been inadrqnuate. 
1,be time has arrive<l now when 've·mnust 
think seriously of huHding new and upp-to­
(1::1fe quarters for the 1Tniversity unpon 
the magnificent site presented to· us b>' \' Dr. 
and Miss May:ne at St. Lucia. 
Endowttnient. 
So far the Universitv has heen endmowed 
by the Government of tbe St3tate, 
with the addition recentl>r, of s<s01:ne 
considerable private benefactions. 
No doubt, too, the Government , will 
come to our as. istance ain<l e12rect 
buildings on St. Lucia equivalent t in 
value to tho-F:ie which we now po. ~sess. 
But that will not be nearly . ufficient t for 
onr needs. W e will reqnire much rnmore 
, pacious and better eqnipned huildi:tings 
at St. Lucia than tlwse which we h haYe 
at present. Much rn01'-t' np-to-c-date 
laboratories, better . tockrcl libraries's, a 
Jarg·rr staff, a TTnion bnildin~· . and 
accessorif' , will all be among the requui.re­
ments. 'rhere· will be no a.ifficulty:-r in 
making a list of requirement~, the 
q11estion is to pa>r for them. \Ve s~i;;;hall 
· require fund: jn plenty arnl it is fifrom 
private e,ndowment that we expect thl1em. 
The Universitv in the fe,Y brief V<' ears 
of its youth ha·. , hown how nrntr~·i. . ially 
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valuable jt can be made. Our graduates 
are to be founc1 in almost everv walk of 
life. It is to· them that the University 
larg-el:v looks for help. " By their works 
ye shall know them.'' If they have satisfied 
their employers then the University 
will benefit; if they have not then 
perhaps our methods are wrong. Tho·ugh 
we are far from perfect we believe it is 
the ge.i_Jeral opjnion that the University 
has more than juf:!tified its existence and 
it is destined to be one of the greatest 
forces jn moulcling the fnture of our 
State. \Ve shall req1iire the help of the 
past students and graduates, one and all, 
. jn the drive for funds that must be made 
in the near fut~ue. 
At pre~ent we have no· proper means 
of ora-anisjnQ' the past members of the 
UniversHy. They leave us and go away 
to more or less distant parts and it is 
seldom that anv kind of communication 
is kent up with· tJ1eir alma mater. They 
are buried fal all mannPr of artq and 
crafts throue-hout the State. each one 
pursuing· his ~own mode o·f life. We feel 
, ure, however. that on the day when the 
~ppeal is made these people will awake 
from their lethargy and help to make 
our anneal more effective. From now 
nnwarrlc::: we wi~h to goet. the pnblic into 
habit of making gifts to the University. 
Past members can give via the Student 
Benefacti0·ns Scheme. Not only does 
every little help us: but the fact that we 
are obtaining a number of modest gifts is 
an advertisement and an ince.nti.ve to 
thoc;;:e ·who can afford 1arger amounts. 
It has been suggested that we should 
organise a ''Coming of Age Drive for 
Funds." Here we have an excelletnt 
opportunity~ 
Such a scheme needs special organisa­
tio·n, and it needs a business-like personal 
touch. It is nece'ssary to make an 
i.;ndividual appeal to people wlio have the 
money to give. An influential and hard 
working committee is a necessity. The 
organisers must be enthusiastic and 
understand the public point .of view as 
well as the requirements of the Univ.ersity. 
There are numbers of people in Queens­
land who can and would be proud to give 
large sums to the University. People who 
have made money by the applfoati001 of 
scientific discovery realise that not only 
js money will invested when it i · given 
to a University, bnt they are patriotic 
enough to know that ·when they give, they 
a.re returining a kind o·f royalty to the 
institutions which are unselfishlv striv­
ing to make our State more pr~sperous 
and more truly civilised. To give to a 
University is to live in the knowledge 
that you have ai.ded the dreamers and 
craftsmen who a.re building the great 
structures of civilisation,which are destin­
ed to live in the service C'f man. He who 
gives is deserving of what honour and 
respect a University can give . 
Othe,r Universitie·s. 
All too often one hears of men who 
have amassed wealth in Queensland and 
given all or most of it to establiRhments 
outside the State. This ~honld not be. At 
least some of this 'vealth should revert 
to the total benefit of the State, and 
what could be better than to givP it to 
an institution which works inces. ·antlv to 
improve the lot of man ? We must l~arn 
a lesso-n from our southern brethren and 
from our Canadian and American cousins. 
Jn Adelaide a combined studentR' Union 
Building and War Memorial Appeal is 
being made. Sir J. Symon donated 
£10,000 for a Lady Symon Building- for 
Women Students. After the war Prof. 
Hendersom of the University, appealed for 
funds and raised some £7,000 towards z. 
men's building. During June of this 
year he came to Adelaide and rai ed a 
further £5,000. The amounts were given 
hy the several members .of the governing 
body of the University, by the Professors, 
a ;~:id by g-eneral donations. In addition 
student functions raised well oYer £f500, 
and a voluntary levy of £1 per student 
will be paid during the next three years. 
The members o·f the governing bod~r of 
t11 e University certainly showed a 
thoroughly generous spirit . \Ye con­
gratulate Adelaide. 
At the McGill Universitv in Montreal 
a public appeal was made "in 1920. The 
University was badly in need of funds. 
£55,000 was ~mbscribed in cash. £1.040,000 
was promised and by 1926 all but £20,000 
had been paid up in cash or securities; 
o,nly £8,000 of promises were cancrlled. 
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As a result of this Centennial campaign, 
the University has been enabled to 
-extend its work to a tremendous extent. 
-One feature o·f the iwwly orga ,~1ised 
T niversity is it Faculty of Graclua'e 
'Studies and Research, wherein students 
take up higher studies :in the va.rious 
1aculties and co-operate with their 
t>mployers or with research institutions. 
'The organisation of the campai~·.n was 
carried out by the follow1in:g sectional 
-committees: Citizens, Campaign Execu­
tive and Finance, Special X ames, 
Publicity, Objects of Campaign, Gradu­
ates, and Team 10rga:rtisatio~n. Seve1•al 
-cc·ntributions ·were made by special bodies 
-such as the Rockefeller Foundation. 
Can we not learn from this and set't out 
to raise our £250,000 for our twenty t first 
birthday? Let us prepare for the 1 day. 
marshal our arguments, get our C Com-· 
mittee and o·ur organisation, and be>egin. 
There is every indication that the de1~pres­
sion in pastoral and industrial pm. ui1its is 
is a.bout to nass. 1929-rn30 have 1been 
predicted by busfo1ess men as being yyears 
of financial recovery. Tliat is the 1time 
for our entry into the field. It i hcoped 
that this suggestion "·ill 1'eceive earrnest 
consideration and tlrnt tbe authoritie. ~ and 
the public will take th e matter up. . In 
five years time we should be safely . E"et up 
011 St. L~cia. 
E.C.'.'l\ 
--**-­
Fire I 
''Clang, Clang, Clang, Clang!'' 
I had been up late that night, so the 
.sound of the fire-bell aroused in me mere­
ly unspoken out sincere curses as I 
turned over to go to sleep again. The 
bell ceased, and all was quiet. Again I 
felt at peace with the world. 
''Clang, clang, clang!'' Agai·n the still­
_ness was rent by that horrible din. Hang 
it all, isn't o·ne ring enough ? - I never 
knew it ring so loud! But there were 
other noises too. Everyone else in the 
house seemed to be up and about. "It's 
just over the ridge somewhere, Tom,' ' 
said a voice at my window-" Ree the 
glow, the smoke." So· I crawled out to 
see: pretty close, certainly. May be Pat­
tersons ', the sawmill, but-what was 
that? The crackle of the flames, no doubt 
about it! And a distant bell! Another 
station called out! ''Gee! let me at it!'' 
And in a few minutes I was running 
down the far side of the hill in pyjamas 
and overcoat to join the crowd already 
gathen·d on road, fences, and the railway 
Dverbridge. · 
Yes, it was the sawmill; and the fire­
iengine from town just arrived. But the 
fire ?-nearly out by now. What is it, 
anyway, that drawR a crowd to a fire­
any fire-even at one a.m. like this ? 
School-boys, 'vomen, working men, busi­
ness men; I heard even the name of one 
of our Profs. as being present. '·'Much 
better jn bed," I thought with a yawn. 
But what a picture in that scene in ffront 
of us! rrhree or four helmeted fig5·ures 
silhouetted against the red glow; the :hose 
just visible, pouring treams o·f -wrater 
against the tottering· 'valls-there we.ffi the 
thrill of a fight although, here, only wn a 
small scale. There wa my_ queffition 
answered. What more was neceBsar;y to 
attract a crowd ? 
But the fight was already won, and 
single-handed; for the reinforcements;, the 
four engines in the road out. idc, "\were 
merely '' sta11ding by.'' Two hose had 
completed the joh-already they 1were 
being disconnected and rolled up. Iff-i-f 
there had been but a slight wind-tthose 
huge stacks of timber alight; all five c.crew::; 
pouring ·water into the flames-ah, tthen, 
that wo·uld have been a battle wvorth 
watching! But the crowd -- was gonne­
nothi:ng left but a stream of water a:a1ong 
the laneway, a few drenched fire·emen 
examining the ruins of the . ·mall po·nrtion 
which had been destroyed. So, safoisfied 
as to the lure of the Rpectacle, thoughh not 
with the :;;pectacle itself, I trudged weaarily 
home, to crawl back to bed and dreanm of 
another blaze in a big stone house ac,cross 
the street (which, needless to· say, nnever 
has been there in real life) where I-I 
alone-extinguished the blaze with 1 the 
garden hose before the brigade cwuld 
rear.h jt ! 
Such are the effects of the midmight 
fire alarm! M.U..G. 
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On ·the Recent Railway Trouble 
A Definite am.d Conclusive Argumeint thrut the .Premier was Right. 
first saw the design in that w·eek 's 
editio1n of an illustrated weekly in the doc­
tor's waiting room. It conquered me imme­
diately. Fo·r some reason or other I'd 
always been enthnsiastic towards the 
sports coat. I can't say wl: y---pr.~sihly 
because it gave an impression of . 1nug­
ness and comfort. For week-.: I l1esitated 
about buying one. Then I saw the photo­
graph; a gentlem;.m dressed in ' a ~uit 
made entirely on the sports c·oat style­
:itn fact it was designated a "spcrts suit." 
It only required me to visit the advertiser 
and look at his sni!iD~'S for me to fall. l 
fell. Badly! Those -tweeds would have 
conquered anyone. What I mean to say 
is, you can't look at roll after roll of 
Scottish tvveeds in beautiful warm browns 
and snug looking greys ai11d come out. of 
the shop without ordering at lea~t oue 
suit of the stuff. Never. from the first 
roll of t1veec1, was th e difficult~r a case of 
"Shall H" No! It deYelo·ped into a 
very definite ''Which one ?'' 
· At the critical moment the Doc. cam~ 
in. I have a lot of resrwct for the Doc's 
t aste in clothes. I shall shortlv assasshrnte 
him for his colJection of fiftv-three 
wo1ndrous cravats-each one a 1~aster­
piece of cravat creato·rs genius. I have 
been going to assassinatP him since I first 
saw his neckwear. Still, T keep putting 
it off from dav to dav for T feel T shall 
miss something in life jf I murder him :inst 
yet. Who else conld select such ties ? No 
one! Conseqnently the moment he dies 
the more heautiful of the creatio1ns ·will 
at once be left to· rot in the display cases 
of the mercer's sJ10p. T use the singular 
deliberately; for, as everyone knows, 
8lthough many shops sell thin~s to rro 
round collars, only one firm really sells 
cravats. And yet-no! I can't kill him 
yet . 
However, I was savj1ng that at the 
rri tical moment th e Doc. came into· the 
shop. He too , knew Harry, the Manag-ing­
Director of the Tempters-had in fact 
::il~o been temnted b:v him and J1Ml fallen 
to hi~ temntations often and readily. 
Never was a Blucher's arriva1 more 
welcome to any Welli1ngton . I clragged 
the Doc. tovrnrds the candle whosr flame 
was singeing my cheqne bo·ok. '' \i\" hich 
one ?" I managed to gurgle. Tl1e Doc. 
hesitated. In silence-I remember the 
s;lence-he handled each of the tweeds. 
He is not to be conquered ea.si.l>-· He 
meditated, wialked three paces ·in a 
give1n direction, tnrncd about ancl looked. 
I remember how cool he appeared. Per­
sonally I vrns almost effervescing with 
excitement. Each breath came i11 .fl'::isns 
several hours after its predecessor. EYen 
Harry and his assistant tempters waited 
-tense. The third o·f August 19lr:1: 
could never have been so full of su. pense. 
Presently he took a roll of tweed, unrolled 
several miles of jt atn d draped the first 
few about my person. "Yes," he said. 
He'd already decided, mark you, brit ·was 
simply putting- ]11~ d.eciflion to the test. 
That was all-"Yes" ; an<l T con1d see 
jm;;t by the look in his face that he had. 
achieved the oinly pnssible decision. Some 
years ago Michel Angela stcppt>d hack a 
few yards, regarded his statue cf Df!Y~d 
critically, and said just such another 
"Yes! "-and Europe went macl. The 
rest was comparatively easy, anr1 a few 
hours thought fou1n d me decided llpon a 
double breasted coat, leather buttom nn C! 
patch pockets. 
Ten days later . I came from rn,· fourth 
and final "trv-on" :rnd endeav~·m'r•d i o 
live the necess.ary two days to th~ -:n~riva1 
of the suit. 
It arrived! 
You kno·w-I think tailors brcome 
horribly callous about thefr profession. 
Jewellers have lon~ si1nce realised the 
desirability of sending out platinnm 
mounted diamonds in plush and velvet 
Jined cases. !fow anyone could se'Yld out 
such a gem of a suit in anything less 
than a casket of inlaid polished oak 
causes me utter bewilderment. I remember 
it made me hesitate before .cutting- tbe 
cord which bound the hideously p~'osai.c 
box of khaki cardboard. Jn my haste I 
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eut the first finger of my left hand. Bt~t, 
by keeping· my mind fast upon the 
treasure ahead, I won my ·way through 
-string, cardboard, tissue paper aind docket 
and carefu1ly expo·sed the Ruit. A beauty! 
I closed my eyes in ecstacy and utter 
intoxication. 
vVhen a eertain English King some 
time ago held up the first Prince of 
'Vales to the cheering crowd, tlie shout 
-of acclamation ·was heard j1n America. I 
wondered, as I dressed myself in the suit 
for the first time, if he felt as I did,_ but 
decided he couldn't. Anyone can nave 
so:ns but-. However, I strolled forth. 
I'm naturally modest, but I don't 
mind saying I came upon my fello,vs like 
the Assyria111 wolf and left tb em dazed. 
"Dazzled" is probab1y the right word 
though when I come to think of jt both 
words are right in this case. 
Reverence and awe were the first 
things I noticed about them when they 
had reco·vered. They were completely 
won over. Then, in many cases, came 
the inevitable. E1nvy, green, yellow and 
bilious, came in their hearts and they 
strove to conceal it under cries of der­
ision and contempt. But I heeded them 
not. 
I judge my fellows entirely by their 
culture. I say, and won't be deni.erl, that 
the man who prefers ''Don't bring·Lulu'' 
to Beethoven 's Co·ncerto in Q (or js it the 
other way round?) is a bounder, an utter 
bounder and absolutely beyond the pale. 
That poor deluded creature v.rho thinks 
the only colours are red, blue, and yellow 
will probably finish up ~n the tenth 
circle of Dante's Inferno. (Dante's is 
tempo·rarily closed, by the way, °'ving 
to extensive improvements being carried 
out). Furthermore, the fellow who fan­
cies for a moment that Soutar's sketches 
in the Bulletin are preferable to 'ritia1n 's 
works-that fellow, I say, is mentally 
deficient and can never be relied npon 
for sensible decisio·ns. 
And so I went my way unperturbed. 
Those of my ken who were not too envious 
openly to admit the beauty of my raiment, 
I recog·nised as twin souls. Those who 
''' ere frankly frivolous about my snit 1 
treated wi.th the same contempt that one 
metes ·out to the person who langhRs in 
church. Fo·r days my bliss was heaveenly 
and complete. After I had had the : suit 
for about a week I chanced to he sannnter­
j,ng towards the tram. \Vben I'm telllling 
my friends how to find my place or a b bode 
I say, "I1eave the tram at the pl1lace 
where the new pub is being built . and 
cross the raih-rny reserve. U you tahke a 
bearimg from the notice "No Thorom1gh­
fare," across the lines and thro•o·ugh 
ano·ther notice, '' Tre. ·pas. ers ·will 1 Be 
Prosecuted, ' ' you will come out at t the 
foot of our street." 
Its not. a 1nice path, I admit, consic.;ider­
ing the cinders, sleepers , wires, rails : and 
other traps for the unwary, bnt it < ents 
off a good :fifty yards; and if it's g good 
enough for me jt is go·od enough for r my 
friends. 
Still, I was saying that T was heac1<li.ng 
for the tram on the way to town. ,] Just 
as I was about to cross the first pai1ir of 
rails, aiu engine bore down upon me. . It 
had evidently just completed coalin!2: : and 
had shunted up pa. t the i1oints ,,·hhilst 
I was approaching-still rnmi11ati ting 
whether I should get the tailc·r to fffln to­
graph my suit to prove it being the 
original and n©t a cleverly- executecl pnrint. 
As the elngine drew abreast I g]annced 
up. I always glance up a. n1ihlway 
engines draw abreast. T like the loolnk of 
railway engines and tugs. The>· lilrnve 
always attracted me. T feel disappoi1inted 
if I cross the river and see no tnp:s.s. 1 
ahm feel like claiming my money bback 
if I go on a railway trip and there'. ·'. 1no 
engine. However, I was . aying thaat I 
glanced up. First from habit , seconntll>.,. 
from a modest desire to see the effec<ct of 
my clothes upon the fireman and enggine­
driver. They were evidently imprr .'!Ssed. 
I don't wonder. The suit-I thinbk 1 
said before-was a beauty and I 'd rhoosen 
a cravat and tan shoes and ho.. e e to 
match. A symphony in brown perlrha1). 
you 'd call it. In the meantime. the 
engine (which was shunti.ng backwannls ) 
had progressed a little. The fl'O'nt booge:'I.,. 
drew opposite me and-the steam ccock: 
opened. As I was standing about : fiw· 
feet from the railway lines the resu1t can 
be imagined. The steam from a lcoco­
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motive is simply ladened with soot; am9­
my left side, face and all, was left sting­
ing, hot and black as the engine · passed 
-0n. The engine driYer and the other low 
fellow, his fireman, were laughimg 
no-isily and uproariously. I had to go 
<m. In anger I wiped as much soot as 
possible ·off my flushed hot face with my 
handkerchief and entered the tram. I 
wish people would laugh outright. 
Giggling is terribly frritating. In Queen 
Street I could no longer brave the smiles 
of the other travellers so I looked out 
towards 'the shops. A newspaper placard 
met my gaze :­
"Premier's ultimatum. 
''All Railwaymen to be dismissed 
next Saturday.'' 
I was strongly convinced that the 
Premier was quite right. 
A.G.G. 
--**___ 
Student Benefactions 
Since last issue of '' Galmahra'' there 
has been ·a substantial i;ncrease in the 
S.B. Funds. As expected, however, the 
actual number of gifts received has been 
mall, for the period hetween November 
and April is the natural one in which 
students give. 
'State of Fw1ds. 
The separate totals at present are:­
Library . . . . . . . . . . £180 10 10 
Arts . . . . . . 16 18 0 
Science . . . . 18 3 6 
Engineering . . 2 0 17 0 
Law . . . . . . 2 2 0 
Union...... . . . . 71 5 1 
Sports 17 7 O 
Specified Gifts 8 5 1 4 
Unspecified 8 13 4 
Grand Total £420 18 1 
It will be see;n from the above that the 
Library Fund is not far short of £200; arnd 
the Committee would be very pleased were 
this amount reached or exceeded before 
the end of the year. 
Gifts. 
The Dramatic Society has again d.onatecl 
its profits to the funds, and thP Union 
Furnishing a.nd Equipment Fund has thus 
benefited by no less than £60. Everyone 
will join in congratulating this So·ciety. 
One gift of particular interest belongs to 
the engineers . Some time ago Mr. L. D. 
·watson gave £2/ 2/- for the purchase of 
special w.ork for the Engineering Library. 
With this Professor Hawken has obtained 
a complete set of the plans o·f the Kyogle 
line bridge over the Clarence River, this 
being· the first large bridge built in Aus­
tralia to Australian desig;ns and with 
Australian materials. The plans are now 
being bound and will be marked as a 
Student Benefaction. Buch gifts are 
worthy of special mention, for they may 
arouse desires to help their own Faculties 
in students·who otherwise,might not have 
bothered to give at all. 
Fryer Memorial Library. 
'rhe cedar book case to house this 
library has been at the University for 
some time. rr11e first draft of Australian 
books, for which the Dramatic Society 
gave £10 hist year, will be purchased after 
Australian Authors' \Veek, when a .full 
catalogue of Australian publications will 
be issued. 'rhis will be but the beginning. 
Such a library never ceases to grow, and 
most students will be able at some time to 
add at least one or two· Australian books 
to it. 
The table a,n d case in ·which to di .splay 
1he Book of Student Benefactors will very 
~·oon be finished. 'I'he ,~·ooc.l is QucenshrnJ 
maple, the gift of the Queensland For­
est Service. The ''rnrk is b 0 in oo 
carried out by Mr. L. Gord011, whose--d;­
"ign is in l~armcu y \vith the (lignity of the 
Book. 
DPsign<:: are also being obtained for a 
, uitab1e Book Plate for student gifts, and 
in vie'v of the permanent nature of thi~ 
1he Ccmmittee does not intem1 to adopt 
one hastily. 
There are still many Benefactors who 
have not signed the Book, and as .we aim 
to have the ell,tries complete bE'fore each 
Degree Day, they would greatly assist by 
E:igning it forthwith. It is available at 
the University every day. 
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On Encyclopredias 
I know a man who has an Encyclo­
paedia. It is a very fine copy in a neat 
book-case with glass doors. His father 
gave it to him for a birthday present. He 
confided to me one day that he didn't 
use it very often. "But I do ljke th :~ 
smell of it,'' he added. ''I oftein take a 
volume out just to smell it. ' ' Before I 
left h e made me promise to call on him 
to smell his Encyclopaedia Brittanica. 
I haYe an encyclopaedia myse1f, one in 
twelve volumes. The publishers ~ent me 
a circular one day describing the set. This 
circular said it was packed wHh up-to­
th e-minute informati0'11 on every possible 
subject. That was just what I wanted­
up-to-the-minute information. It also said 
that men like Gladstone and Macaulay 
could converse intelligently o·n almost 
any conceivable subject because they had 
the encyclopaedjc habit of mind. I felt 
that the books 'ivere absolutely necessary 
to me. To be able to converi;;e on am­
conceivable subject has been long an ai1; 
o·f mine. And when I saw that George 
Reid, K.C.M.G. , had said that by r eferring 
to tbi. particular set he had been able to 
get up Yery brief speeches on any sub­
ject under the sun in the shortest possible 
time, I felt that I must have tbe:-ie books. 
To be able to speak like George Reid has 
long bee·n another aim of mine. Ho,Yever, 
the price ·was a bH of a stumbling block. 
When one is engaged to a girl who has 
set her heart on dining room furniture 
with Queen .Anne legs, one fee]s that one 
cannot squander fifteen pounds on a set 
of books howeyer meritorious. But when 
I found on page four that this illustrated 
encyclopaedia is absolutely neces.-ary 
whe"e there are children, and that the 
youth who js enabled to consult an ency­
clopaedia ·whenewr a rloubtfnl point 
arise. . and who is encouraged to do so, 
has a tremendous advantage o·ver one not 
so situated, 1 felt that itL would be un­
worthy of me to deny my child1·en any 
advantage, and straighh•rny fillt>d in the 
form which enablt>d me to pnrchast> the 
set on their remarkahly easy terms. \Vhen 
I filled in the form I felt better, because 
1 might quite t>asil:· haYe let my chilchen 
grow up without access to an encymlo­
paedia. 
By a judicious use of my encyclopaecdia 
I have built up something of a reputatiion 
with Jones and Brovrn, with whom 1 
travel to work. 'l1he other morning whhen 
we had settled down comfortablv in t the 
carriage a discussion arose about ;vfrele:ess. 
They appealed to me to· settle some arggu­
ment about a transformer. I was conm­
pletely floored. That night I hurriried 
home, took down volume nine entitlcled 
Saco to Wknb and read up all about wi1ire­
less. When I went to bed there wa: veerv­
little about wireles I did not lmmv. Ne:e;t 
mo·rning I made a special point of getti1ing· 
in with Jo·ne. and Brown. 1 lit my pi]ipe 
and waited for the discussion to start. It 
did. Jones asked Bro-wn whether 1h e 
thought white leghorns were better la~reer . 
than black orpingtons, and then the.ey­
talked about poultry all the way inhto 
town. I hate inconsistent people. 
However, I have gained some fame OYt\' er 
the native-bear question. I read that u up 
thoroughly and they cliscu sed it for OYf\rel" 
a week. Betwet>n puffs 1 would give thernm, 
quite casually, pieces of informatio·n suetch 
as-marsupials are divided into Diprot<to­
dontia and Polyprotoclontia, and tlthe 
·native bear is a Diprofodontia. That ] !-; 
the sort of thing that builcl. up a r eputcta­
tion for a man. It kho,vs his solid scholanr­
ship. 
But 1 have one great disappointrnt>nnt. 
Yt>ars ago T beard a man ask the siie cof 
the great Pyramid, and no one was abblc­
to tell him. As soon as I got my enc:·clrl o­
paedia I Jo·oked it up·; but no one now-<-a­
day: seems to \Vant to know the size oof 
it. How fine it would be if someone were t to­
ask, some day in the smoking carriagq:e, 
''What is tb e size ot the Great Pyramid ?'? ' r 
and I were to take my pipe out of mp.y 
mouth and slo·wly say : "The Great Pyra·a­
mid situated at Gizeb, on the eclg:e of thhe 
Libyan Desert, near Memphis, on the \H•s•st 
bank of the Nile, is four hundred anocT 
eighty one feet high and its base is. se'iY­
enty-four feet square, or much ]11ghe"1­
tlian St. Paun:i." 
A. IC Thompson. 
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An Ideal Shattered 
After it is all over :I; am still wondering 
why I was invited to visit mv friend 
Bing. Bing met me in town t~he other 
day and suggested that I might like to 
come out and hear his "wireless." Now 
experie,nce has taught me to beware of 
these ..wireless friends. In fact I have 
come to a firm decision that I will never 
have a 'ivireless set in my house. It appears 
that one must have a thorough kno'ivledge 
of electro-magnetism, electro-statics, 
mechanics, and also have a smattering of 
what some mysterio·us thh1g· they call 
static is doing and how it will behave at 
a particular moment. 
But T thought I knew Bing and went 
to his place in high hopes of hearing 
something really worth while. I pictured 
myself sitting back in a soft, comfortable 
lounge chair with one of Bing 's good 
fat cigars between my teeth listening to· 
all kinds of nice thi1ngs from Melbourne 
and Sydney. 
The effusiveness of Bing 's welcome on 
the door-step should have warned me. 
When a fellow is so careful to placate 
you before he starts it is pretty certain 
that when he does start you are due for 
something you are not expecting. I 
found that my a1nticipations about the 
chair and cigar were fulfilled. Good ! 
There was the big box arrangement with 
all the little dials, though why they have 
so many has always been a puzzle to me. 
There 'ivas the loudspeaker-I presume it 
was the loudspeaker as it lc·oked Jiice one 
of those air vents on a big liner. 
Bing begarn to fiddle with the dials. 
011 e thing always puzzles me ahont these 
dials. Tt ~·eems to me th~d the Americans 
must know lots more about wireless than 
we do. Have you ever noticed in the 
pictures how quickly they can tune in. 
Just hum something and their shouldP.rs 
be!!in tc- ~hake irnmecliatelv. J.Jike the 
telenhone. They just spe~k into the 
mouthniece and they are · connected 
.8traight away-none of these long waits 
and snarling at the operator. 
An:nvay, as l 'ivas saying. Bing- began 
to turn these dials. Bnt notliing happened. 
This went o:n for several minutes. I 'ivas. 
'ivaiting in an agony of suspense. 'rhen 
I heard Bing 's voice mumbling something 
that sounded like ''those b- batteries.',. 
This came as a bit of a shock to me, as 
B~ng never was a man for profanity. 
Strange effect wireless has on some 
people, I thought. After some more· 
watching and waiting on my part and 
some more soft spoken words o·n Bing 's,.. 
thimgs began to happen. The first 
indication I had that the old machine bad 
decided to work was the emission of 
several gurgles that reminded me vaguely, 
or rather suggested to· me, the first cry 
of a new born babe, though, mind you, 
I real1y have never heard the first cry· 
of a :new born babe. Bing astonished me 
by remarking that that confounded 
fellovir Jones across the rnad was als0 
trying to get 2BL. How do· the~~ know 
these things ~ The gurgles continuerT 
intermittemtly until like the far distant 
noise of bagpipes, sounds, musical sonnds. 
flovrnd into the room. I hasten to add 
that T am not a Scotch-man. 
Bing's face beamed with delight a. 
the music contimued. I had settled down 
nicely to listen, with all rny facultie~+ 
co·ncentrated on the music. No doubt 
about it, these fellows who started the· 
wireless husiness had bestowed a gTeat 
boon on the community. Then Bing 
remarked that I was lucky. \Vhy do thf·se 
chaps talk so when the music is on ? 
With a creditable effort at politeness 
I asked Bing why l was lucky. I had 
never won a thing i1n the casket in my 
life. He explained that usually he had 
extrell1:e: difficulty in silencing our near 
friend 4QG. "It is hard to cut them out,, ,.. 
he said. "It is go·ing well to-might." 
It occurred to me that Bing was 
attracted by -the feat of hearing long 
. dfr.;tance stations. I was about to agree 
with him that the machine was doing 
. well considering who ·was ina:naging- it, 
.when the peaceful hai·monv was inter­
rupted. Per.sonally I thought' it extremely 
. qad manners on the part of the anmouncer 
a~ : ~Q(f to butt in the way be did. 'I1here 
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was a nice Jad;r in Sydney singing us 
somethi.~g about roses and an old garden 
when he broke up the peaceful scene. 
\¥ho on earth wanted to know the price 
of turnip~ at that stage of the proceed­
ings? 
Biug groaned. I thought the whole 
busine:-ss woulcl take some expla11niug but 
he airly informed me, after he had re­
covered somewhat, that 4QG must ha-ve 
been having a spell when he tuned into 
Sydney. Then he had another tum at 
the dials. After a time he turned to me> 
with an air of resignation. Confound it 
all. It ''ms rotten luck. Last might it 
"'a. going' ,1,cll. 8~ation 4QG had politely 
remained in the background. Bvery 
timr he askecl Yisitors ont to the place 
something went wrong. .Jnst bis luck. 
\V<"ll. Bing djd .not srem to mind mnch 
~ftrr a wl1ilr. He fiddled about some 
more with the machinr and gradually 
I came to see another side of Bing. 1 
a1'Yays thonght his mind turned to the 
arfo:;tic rather tha1n to the material. 
I eyen had gained the impression 
that Im wa. almost a musical enthu­
siast. But that night completely 
changed that impression. Having 
failed to iso-late one of the Southern 
statio,n. he prnceeded to show in a 
disgracefully callom; manner how many 
station . he could pack into the machine 
at ornce . 1rhe result was perhaps an 
unconscious tribute to the adva:ncement 
of science in the last few year8 but was 
scarcely the thing for delicate mlrnical 
ears like mine. 
TJie man who was declaring from 4QG 
that Ji e was captain of his soul nad a hard 
row to· hoe in competitio:o with the brass 
hand in Sydney. Melbourne, determined 
not to be out of the thing when Sydney 
was so much to the fore, staged a great 
come-back after a bad fade, with a spirited 
a:nnouncement about the weather. I By 
this time 4QG had obtainec1 reinforece­
ments, or else Bing had phoned them to 
put on a spurt. Two rowdy fellows maade 
a great to-do about the songs their mothher 
had taught them. This jarred tJthe 
Melbourne forces for a while but S~'dnoey 
came on with a rush a:od for a time tlthe 
betting was even . Personall~r I think c I 
would have given it to 4QG on points.;. 
Bing 8eemed actually to be enjoyi1ing 
it. He seemed to· be proud of the thi1ing 
that was making the row as if he "'"'a. 
primarily respom;ible for it a11. HHi 
ingenuity then took (lnother tnrn for tith e 
worse. Ile . ·tagrcl a viole.nt attack on tlthe 
machine, pulling out sundr~' thing. 1 he 
called valves aud re-arranging wires 1 to 
Ruit himself. He dashed down to tlthe 
garage and brought another hattrr~' 11.o 
his aid. T had to· sit a:nd watch Uhe 
innards of the poor machiue paracleea: 
before my eyes and then re-as. ernbleed. 
Eventually order appeared out of chaooR. 
T theu learned that Bing wanted to trry 
out some :ue'''-fanglecl idra he hacl r.eaad 
about in a wireless magazine. The faact 
that he liacl invited me to hear somne 
music Pieemed to have been overlooked.. 
Anc1 so the eYening wore on. Xot fcor 
more than five minutes was there a,rrnv 
continuity in tbe proceeding8. T hearr~1 
snatches of songs, weather reporH , 
~;peeclway conte. 1.s, wrrst1ing matchee.' , 
portir:n o·f a concert in aid of neurotitic 
newsboys and an exciting raclio papeier 
chase. 
I walked home in deep thought. 1 haad 
had one of mv ideals shattered. I alwa,ff, 
thought that w~·reless ,,~as going t to 
inculcate in the minds of the ig.,norannt 
public a sense of musical ·value. . I 
wondered how many mo1·e Bingos therre 
were. 
Aloysiu. . 
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New Biological Buildings 
Towards the end of the vear the new 
Economic Biology laborat~ries will be 
officially opened. In the small space be­
tween the Women's Common Room and 
the Chemistry Departme:nt, the Univer­
sity has erected what is probably the fin­
est economic biological research station 
in the southern hemisphere. These build­
ings \Vill be used by the Department of 
Bio.fogy in conjunction with the Faculty 
of Agriculture for the training of third 
aind fourth year and post-graduate stu­
dent. in economic biology. It is hoped 
that important researches will be begun 
early in 1928. 
One laboratory of specially lig·hted and 
ventilated gauzed cubicles is ready 
for entomofogical life - history work. 
One of the first studies which is being 
commenced is the testing out, upon econ­
omically valuable plants, of a new prickly 
pear parasite which is being imported 
from U.S.A. Entomological pests also 
will be bred out in this building with a 
vievi' to devising control measures for 
them. 
A double walled glass house is at pre­
sent being used for work upon aphids) 
which carry diseases of bananas aind 
sugar-cane. Two other specially equip­
ped gla.. -roofed buildings \Yill be used as 
laboratories for the study of plant physi­
ology and plant diseases respectively. The 
bush house erected about two years ago 
is being steadily supplied with various 
species of plants which are used for class 
illustration and study. 
Th e old animal vard has been trains­
formed into a t\~o-storey building in 
which five rooms for members of the staff 
and research students have been fitted out. 
A new laboratory has been equipped for 
systematic entomology classes. A feature­
of this building is a cork insulated room 
which ca1n be used either as a refrigera-· 
tion chamber or as a \Varm humidity cell. 
A refrigerat~ng plant for this room has. 
already bee:n donated by a London firm 
Qf engineers. 
\York will be commenced later to de­
termine the best conditions under which 
fruit may be stored in the cold \vithout 
in anywise injuring its flavour. Re:;;nlts 
of this nature are highly desirable in 
view of the fact that when once transport 
difficulties have bee1n obviated, there i . . 
an open market awaiting Australian fruit 
~n the East. 
A set o·f coops have been erected also, 
for breeding experiments upon poultry· 
and other animals. All the building-s 
have been erected so that they cain be­
easily dismantled and removed to St.. 
"Lucia when the time for this arrives. 
Electric lighting is installed through­
~mt the laboratories, which have been de­
signed so that every facility will be giverr 
to students not omly to obtain an excellent 
training in science, but also to engage i:rr 
work of direct national value. 
The co-operation and assistance of GoY­
·emment and private enterprise is being-· 
obtained so that students will be trained' 
in actual prohlems of the moment. tlrn: 
ensuring a direct cmmection between the' 
UniYersity man aind .the public. 
E.C.T. 
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University Societies 
MEN'S CLUB. 
The la t activity of the club for the 
-financial year 1926-27 ·wa the Masked 
Fancy Dre.. Ball, held on July 23rd. Thi.; 
ball ·was a ,,·ell attended and highly en­
tertaining event, and ranks as o,oe of the 
cluh's "best efforts . " 
Member. are reque. ted to keep in mind 
that the annual dinner will be held on 
Nowmber 1 th, just after the fortnight'8 
''ordeal.'' rollegia,n. should remrmbcr 
that the cup for inter-college sport is pre­
sented at thi. function, and under­
graduates generally should do their best 
to make this function as su ccessful as 
TJOSsible. 
WOMEN 'S CLUB. 
'!'hi;;: >·ear. in. teacl of tl1e 11 . ual t11i]'(l 
. ncial fm1ction to which onlv women 
we1'e hwite l, lt wa. decfrlecl to 110'1il a 
Garclen Partv and to i1wlte member. of 
the Senate a~d Staff and their wives. and 
also the women of Brisba;ne. The lW<"­
eminentl~· succe. sful -party was 11eld on 
Angnst 4t1i. 
The ;:11m1rnl g-ener::il mrrting hekl on 
J4+1i 8Pntrmhrr rr...,nltrfl in the ckc1·io11 
0f the foJloT'i' i,11g off;cers : P1'11rone.. ·, ~fr. · . 
Gifford. Presfrlent: ~'Iiss 1 J. IJok1sworth. 
Vice-Prr. ident: 1\fj , s G. Ferguson . Secre­
tarv: Miss A. Saunders. Verv satisfactory ren~rt . were . nbmittecl by 'the outgoi11g 
r ommittee~ of the Provisional and Beauti­
f>·ing Club. . ~ Tew rommitte"es were 
elected ::incl are as fo1lows. 
Beautifying Club. - Pres1c1rnt: ~fiss 
·white. Two member.· : ~fo;. es ~facG'rC'gor 
ancl Hopkins. 
P rovisfonal Club.- Presiclent : 1\fiss Nis­
sen. SecretanT: l\fiss Shar-p. Treasurer: 
l\fiss Rudd. 
Arrangement. have been made for 
110ld]ng ::i Garden Part:r during- t11e last 
week of the current t erm. The usual good 
tim0 ra11 he expected, a: an energ·etic com­
1nittee lrns been appointed to arranire this 
f unction. 
MEN GRADUATES ' ASSOCIATIONN. 
Some year. ago the 1 niver. ity ' 1 "''·aH 
described in thi. magazine a. a "ma1atri­
monial bureau." Perhaps, therefore,~, it 
was somewhat ra. h of a team of 
Graduate debaters to endeavour to prffove 
to the Undergraduate. on the evening g of 
Augu. ·t 4th. la. t that "under mo·clEdern 
conditions celibacy is preferabl e to 
married life." Naturally thev failed. ·'. ·\\ye 
congratulate the Undergrach{ate team n on 
thei1r victory- and awa.it wit11 inter er est 
their adverti. ement. in the a~ogony 
columns of th daily pres. . 
Graduates are reminclecl tliat 1 the 
Annual Di:nner, which all men eligil~ible 
for membership are invited and m·ge<l Pel to 
attend, will be held in conjun tion w wlth 
the Annual General ~feeti'ng of i the 
A:sociation abont the middle o·f Drce<'cem­
ber. Detail will be made available la later 
by circular. , with which the Honm·mrarv 
Secretary would he very glad to he a i abl'e 
to include receipts for ~mhscripti011 . n. as 
yet unpaid. 
Tt is hopecl, in the early part of rn next 
year, to join the Women Grachrntrnte. ' 
Association in holding a combined fll'func­
tion on a more elaborat . cale than h ha . 
hitherto been undertaken. Tt. nat11re le has 
yet to be di . c1rnsecl but the Execututive 
considers thr idea an rxcrllent onr. ::i. ;:ind 
feels that lt can rel:Y on thr :\1 l\fen 
Graduates for th snpport nrce:-;. ar~' ry to 
en:ure its s11ccess. 
WIDER EDUCAT'ION SOCIETY. Y. 
Since the la . t pnbli ation of ' Galrnah1ahra' 
th ·wider Ednration > ocietY has b~ been 
fortunate in secnrino>h some. YerY• O' ( t-or-- ·oo·d 
addre ses. 
We .were cle1ightec1 to haw an addr1dress 
Oll 'Gothic Architecture of Eng·land ' a' by 
Dr. Whitehom;e. Tllu. trating hi. ac1ch1dre .. 
with . ome excellent drawing. h e tra raced 
the gradual development of Gothic An\rchi­
tecture from the early Romane. ie. que 
begfonings, throuo>h -its culminating peneriod 
to its decline in the " perpendicul:nlar " 
style of the Tudors. 
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Dr. Robinson delivered a lantern lec­
ture on 'Canberra.' He told of the early 
history of Canberra, traced its growth 
until the opening of the Federal Parlia­
ment, and spoke of its future as the 
Natinnal Capital of Australia. A inote­
\Yorthy feature of the lecture was the 
remarkable collection of lantern slides, 
showing Canberra in its various phases, 
now as forest land, now as the Federal 
City. 
Mrs. ·H. A. Lo1ngman, taking ''Re­
bels'' as her subject, described some 
women reformers in an interesting 
and sympathetic address. She showed 
that women have taken a not in­
considerable part iin history, and dealt 
with the achievements of some women. 
Rebels who have done a great deal in 
securing greater freedom and equality 
and better condition generally for their 
own sex. 
'Terra Firma' vrns the title of an 
absorbing lecture by Dr. Bryan. Ue 
pointed that the rocks composing the 
land roughly abo·ve sea-level differ in 
composition and density from the rocks 
in the ocean bed. He then enumerated 
8everal theories based on these facts, 
dealing with the formation of continents 
and the distributio·n of oceans. 
Mr. J. E. Morwood gave us an interest­
ing half hour, speaking of his "Impres­
sions of America, in which he dealt 
entertainingly and humorously with 
America:n life and methods. 
It remains for us to thank very sin­
cerely all who have addressed the Society 
during the year, and to wish the new 
committee a successful 1928. 
MUSrnAL SOCIE'TY. 
Since the July co.ncert the society has 
been kept busy in preparing for its share 
in the programme of Brisbane Music 
Week, held early in this month. 
"Music Week" had been arranged 
bv the Brisbane Mus>cal Festival 
c·~uncil ,vith the support of the City Coun­
c;l, as a grand week of music calculated to 
rouse greater interest in musical affairs 
in this city, an especially clesira ble object 
in view of the approaching completion of 
the new Town Hall; and our Society may 
justly be proud of haYing a part in ~mch 
a function. 
On Wednesday night, October 12th, the 
second half of the pro-gramme wa · given 
by the University Musical Society. The 
Chancellor was the Chairman during the 
evening, and i:n the large audience were 
members of the Senate, Sfaff, and 
students. The programme, of pre-nin'e­
teenth century music, was broadcasted 
and, from all reports, was highly appre­
ciated. 
Still looking ahead, we are planning for 
next year somethi,ng which is in ·orrie re­
~:pects a hiO'O'f'r imclel'taking, namely to 
present, with a little outside help. Bach's 
"Mass in B minor," which we understand 
has not yet been performed by any choir 
in Queensland. With the enthusiasm 
being shown at present this should be 
achieved without great difficulty; and it 
but remains for present member8 to in­
fuse their keenness into 11ext vear ~s 
freshers to keep the Society still '' ~n the 
up grade" ,next year. 
DRAMATIC SOC'IETY. 
The activities of the Societv fo r the 
financial year have now ceasecl. During 
the year several readings have heen . held 
and two public performances have been 
g:i!veln. These performances were most 
successful both histrionically and finan­
cially. Early in the year it wa. decfrled 
that the profits of the Society fo r the 
current year should be donated to the 
Union Furnishing and Equipnie:nt fund 
of the Student Benefactions Committee. 
As a result of the financial success of the 
pro·duction annroximate]y sixty pounds 
will be paid ~nto - the credit of this fund. 
As the pr~dt~ction in Bri:c;;bane had been 
so successful a suggestion was made to 
the Committee that the three pla~~s should 
be producted in Toowoomba and Ip. wich. 
Once before the Univer ·ity Dramatic 
Society 1-vent on tom· but, unfortunately, 
the trip was a financial failure, largely 
becau e the Society was dogged with 
persi tent bad weather. However, the 
Committee felt that if · it were possible 
some attempt should be mad to produce 
in the country centres. But it was found 
that, because the only. time uitable to 
the o-ciety was Exhibition Week, ino 
such attempt could he made during the 
current year. 'onsequently the pro.iect 
wa. regretfully dropped. 
The Annual General Meeting o.f the 
Society wa held on Friday, October 
7th. We wi h the in-coming ommittee 
every . ucce. :Ln their activitie 
DEBATING SOCIETY. 
Tlw debate between the Graduates 
and the Undergraduates can now be 
con. idered an annual function. This 
year it wa held in the Geology l.;ecture 
Theatre on Thur day, Augu t 4th. The 
matter in dispute was the motion put 
forward by the Graduates ''That under 
modern condition celibacy is preferable 
to married life.'' The Graduates were 
repre. ented by Dr. Whitehouse, Mr. 
Watson and Mr. Cooper; and the Under­
graduate. by Messrs. Hardie, Bradford 
and Ba,ndiclt. A large audience evidently 
stimulated the debater., for the debate 
turned out to be amu. ing and interesting 
throughout. At the conclu. io·n of the 
tlebate he hairman, Mr. Castlehow, 
asked the Hou. ·e to decide which was the 
winning team. The vote wa. 110 favour 
of the Tl'ndergraduate . 
The 'ociety wa. again able to send a 
team avi'ay to compete in Tnter-University 
Debating cone. t.. The team, consisti.ng 
of tho: e who· represented the Under­
graduates m tlie Graduates' Debate, 
succeeded in reachi1ng the final. In 
their fir:t debate they met and defeated 
TasrnaiDia. a new-corner in Inter-Varsity 
Debate. . In the final against Melbourne 
they were less successfull. Consequently. 
Melbourne aO'ain won the Debating 
· Contest" Next Year with the debates in 
Brisba:ne the Societ~· may be ahlc 1o f'nter 
a winning tean;i. 
OHRJS,TIAN UNION. 
This last report has to record the c clo ·e 
of the C.U. year 1927. 'rlie ixteenthh an­
nual ge.neral meeting was held on TTues­
day, 27th epternber. Good progre · .s had 
been made during the year in every:y de­
partment of C.U. work. That work k ha 
been extended into the Teachers' Trainining 
College and the secondary school. ; ; a.nd 
though this extension has meant · that 
more than ever was demanded fromn the 
U.U., member:-; have respoJJCled very ' "·ell. 
rrhe financial report showed that the ~ year 
ended with a good credit balance ( eve,n. 
though the annual contribution to A. 1 .6.C.~1. 
expenses had been increased. 
A "Day of \Vork" was l1eh1 on aSatnr­
day, 17tb 8eptember. A sub-comrninittee 
of the Execut ve had .'Comed the lalabour 
market for vacant "jobs, ' aud on n the 
morning of the 17th, .. ixty .l . memmber:::; 
sallied forth to scrub fioorn, clean win­L 
dows, darn college sock , chop wood d, dig 
f;arden. ·, repair and paint fence', ~ tain 
floor:-; and att nd to babie:-;. rrhe finaiancial 
result of tbis effort was £27 handed l over 
by the worker:-; to the Trea..urer r for 
A. .C.M. funds. ­
The u. ual midday addresse. have " been 
held regularly throughout the term. L. An 
improvement in th attendance of C. . 
members would be appreciated, thcho·ugh 
the intere.'t and attenti0in hown bJ')y the 
::1-11diences leave nothing to be de. ired.d. 'l.1he 
'tudy Circles continued their good "work. 
and we fe 1 that they have domne a 
great deal for the life of the indivi,·idual 
member a.nd of the .. tuc.lent body a a 
whole. 
But perhaps the mo ·t important Lt and 
far-reaching re. ult of the whole y year's 
work is the clear conviction that has s come 
to many of the central aim of .U. " work. 
The C.U. exist. for the purpo. e of helelping 
students to know more about Jesus, arnnd o·f 
formi100' a bond of friend:-;hip betweeren stu­
dents. 1t is a fellowship in the stuo1dy of 
.Jesus. 
The officers for 192 are :-Pre iisident, 
Mr. J. A. A. Pollock; vice-pre idident , 
.Mis. K. E . Week.', Professor H. J. PPrie t­
ley; secretaries, Miss K. Pollock, 1\ll\fr. G. 
H. Jenkins; treasurers, Miss E. Stiiirling, 
Mr. R. Fardon; literature secretarics,s, 1\fiss 
F. Bell, Mr. E . A. Fra.ocis. 
University Sport 
BOAT CLUB. 
Second term has not been a very busy 
one for the boat club. During the first 
few weeks the members of the "eight" 
were having a spell after their previous 
strenuous period of twelve weeks' training 
for the Inter-'Varsity Race; but gradually 
a few, alarmed perhaps at the appeara~ce 
of excess adipose tissue, began to drift 
down to the shed a,nd by the fourth week 
in term rrwst of the college crews had be­
gun their training for . the Inter-College 
race. 
'fhe Inter-College race was rowed on 
August 7th, and was won by the Extra­
Collegiaties by one and a half lengths 
from Emmar011el. Perfect conditiom; pre­
vailed on the day of the race, an ::l . as 
usual, a good number of undergraduates 
and members of tli e staff follovired the 
race in motor launches. 
The starter, l\fr. Rudd, got the crews off 
well together, and Emmanuel College 
immediately tcok the lead followed closely 
by King's. John's and the Extra-Collegi­
ates did not get a good start a,nd were 
both a length behind at the University 
pontoon. At Brown's Wharf, Emmanuel 
still kept their lead of one length from 
the Extra Collegiates, but John's and 
King's had dropped back, John's being 
a length behind the Extra-Collegiates, and 
King's about a length further back. At 
the Bridge the Extra-CoJlegiates had 
dra,Yn level 'vith Emmanuel. John's and 
King's had dropped further back, King's 
no·Yv being three lengths behind .John's. 
After the Bridge the Extra-Collegiate'> 
gradually drew away from Emmanuel, 
and finished up leading by a length and a 
half. John's vYere three le,ngths behind 
Emmanuel, and King's two lengths further 
back. The winning crew were presented 
with cups donated by Dr. A. V. McDowall, 
and the Club takes this opportunity of 
thanki.,ng Dr. McDowall for his generous 
gi.ft . 
CRICKE·T CLUB. 
The 1927-1928 season promises well. In 
the Q.C.A. competition both our "A" a,nd 
'' B'' Grade teams seem much stronger 
than they ''rnre at this time last year, and 
will probably meet with a much greater· 
·degree of succes·s. 
In addition to the Q.C.A. fixtures, the· 
Club will be occupied this term with the 
Baxter Cup Match, and the match against 
the Staff. A match against the Graduates 
will take place .early in the first term of 
1928. At some time during the Lo,ng 
Vacation we meet Sydney Universit~', and 
we hope then to make up for the defeat 
we suffered at their hands last season. 
MEN 'S HOCKEY CLUB. 
The :::;eason just closed was yery similar 
to last year's in that both our teams per­
formed much better in the seco.nd round 
of fixtures. The A team rose to about the 
middle o·f the premiership table, wi1nning 
three matches, drawing one, and losing 
three. Our heaviest defeat (by Valley, of 
course) was 6-1, the other two defeats 
being by one point o.ply. The B team re­
.mained at the bottom of the table, but it 
regular players jmproved out of sight. . 
The carnival took place in Sydney m 
the second week of second vac. On the 
first day we lost to Melbourne by 1-4, 
and the ,next day we lost to Sydney by 
1-6. The final day saw Sydney defeat 
Melbourne. ·we congratulate them. Their 
team was certainly the be. t It is worth 
mentioning that in each of our games the 
second half resulted in a c1raw--011e all. 
This makes it appear that we are .'low 
starters. The grounds (we pla~~ed the 
first match on the 1TniYersity 0Yal and 
the seco·nd on the \Yomen 's Field) were 
verv fast. \Ve were unlucky in that 
· vVe.ller was unahle to make the trip at 
the last moment, and Berglin was un­
able to play in ·either match through an 
illness which kept him in S)=dn~y for 
nearly a fortnight after we had returned. 
-Kerr (our captain) and Simmonds both 
played for·· ·Combined 'Varsit~es again~t 
New Zealand in SYd.ney, while Berglm 
·played . io1· ~ a seco~d Combined 'Varsity 
Team ·· agahist a Sydney Metropolitan 
team. :To ' the~e players Vi'e offer our con­
gratulations, and eYen more to Thomas,. 
who gained State selection for the match 
a~·ai.nst Xew Zealand in Brisbane. 
Blues have been awarded to 'l1homas, 
Simmonds, Kerr, and Berglin. 
We wish to think Mr. Gadham for hi 
effo1·ts to improve us, and also would like 
to state how much we appreciated the 
good time Sydney Unive1·sity Hockey Club 
gan ns ,,·hile down the~·e. 
RIFLE CLUB. 
Up to the prese.nt there ha: been no· 
UniYersity Rifle Club, and consequently 
we were never able to compete in Intcr­
'Var. ity . hooting. A determined effol't 
'ivas made thi term to form a club and so 
to make it possible fol' a team to represent 
the Univernity in futul'e contests. Tl:'he:;e 
efforts resulted in the formation o:bf a. 
club with a nucleus of over forty membbers. 
Practice began immediately for the Altlhert 
Trophy-the Inter- 'Varsity cup wlvhich 
this year is bei.ng pre ented for th_e f fir. t 
time. Next year we hope to enter a i.Eteam 
for the Albert match and also for the e Im­
perial Universities Challenge Trophy. r. We· 
were too late thi.' year to enter for 11· the 
latter vent, as it is fixed for the .·ecceconcl 
vacation. 
At the general meeting of the Club lb the· 
fo11owing officers were elected: Capbptain, 
G. W. Noble; hon. sec., E. J. Chetwowood; 
hon. treas ., J. Parnell; committee, E. E. A. 
Andersst'n, K. 1\1. Carmichael, C. S. ChChri ­
tian, and \V. V. McDowell. 
Student Conference in England 
In July of this year at Swanwick, 
r>erbyshire, three conferences were held 
by the British Student Christian Move­
ment to which the Australian Unions 
are affiliated. At the third of these 
seven Australians were present, from 
Victoria, New South WaleR, and Queens­
land. There were from six to seven 
hundred people at the Conference, 
including amongst their numbers 
represe.ntatives o·f some eighteen differ­
ent nationalities. A very fine programme 
of addresses, discussions, sports and music 
was carried out. Among the speakers 
were: Dr. Timothy Lew (China); Rev. 
H. Snmitra (India), Dr. A. D. Lindsay 
(Master of Balliol Col1ege, Oxford), Rev. 
Father Kelly (Society of the Sacred Mis­
sion, Kelham), Canon Streeter (Oxford), 
Prof. A. S. Eddingto·n (Solar Physics, 
Cambridge), Joseph Needham, EE q.r 
(Biology, Cambridge), Dr. Alec. WWood 
(Cambridge), Dr. Tissington Tatatlow 
(General Secretary S.C.M.) Mis, Zofr 
Fairfield (Assistant Gen. Sec.) 
Their subjects covered a wide raranO'e 
including social q'ue tions, the natictio~al 
problems of India and China, science e and 
religion, the work of the S.C.C.J\L, 
between men and women, and much p prac­
tical advice as to the carrying outnt of 
Christian ideals in everyday life. Sp)port­
ing activi·ties were somewhat limmited 
owing to the inclemency of the Bririti.sh 
climate, but those indulged in ·were ' Yery 
much enjoyed as were the numeierou 
s~ngsongs and conc·erts at which h the­
British students seem to excel. 
E.N.J.H. 
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Vestibularia 
Mr. James Edward Mills, B.Sc. has been 
·appointed Acting Senior Demom;trator 
and Assi. tant Lectur·er in Chemistry dur­
·ing the absence 0£ J\fr. E. A. 0 'Connor, 
'M.Sc. l\fr. 0 'Co1unor proceeded recently 
·to England to enter the Unive1'sity of 
Cambridge a. a Research Student. lt is 
-expected that he will be absent from 
Queensland for a period of about t'YO 
·years. 
Some of the subject. have been 
announced for the University prizes for 
1928. The subject for the Ford Memorial 
prize is "Allan Cunningham"; for the 
Archibald Scholarship it is ''Standards 
proposed £or the fixation 0£ wages by 
Arbitration Court or similar Institu­
tions''; a,nd for the Thomas Morrow prize 
the subject is "The search for Burke 
-and Wills." This latter subject involves 
the expeditions of McKinlay, Howitt, and 
Land. ·borough. 
l\fr. R. J. William, B.E., ha. been cho~en 
to represent Queensland o,n the Sectional 
Committee to deal with Building 
Regulations for Reinforced Concrete 
'Struct'ures. 
A complete experirne.ntal refrig-erating 
plant, to assi t in scientific research into 
problems relating to diseases 0£ fruit and 
to the transporation of food and fruits, 
is to be insta1led in the new buildimg 
-erected for the Biology Department. The 
gift is being made by the J_,ig-htfoot 
Refrigerating Company, Lo·ndon, through 
the Commonwealth Jrn;titute of Sc~ence 
a,nd Industry, Melbourne. 
The gift of 25 guineas received recently 
from the Institute of Engineers, Australia 
(Brisbame Division) , will be employed in 
the purchase of an Electric Loop Dynamo·­
meter for the Engineering Department. 
The instrument will be suitably inscribed 
as the O'ift of the Institution. 
A set of plans of the Kyogle Bridge 
has been o htaiined by the Engineering 
Department and is being noted as the gift 
of Mr. L. D. Watsoin, B.E. 
The time is corning round for the 
selection nf the Queensland Rhode. 
Scholar for 1928. The . election committee 
will coinsist of His Excelle11cy Sir J John 
Goodwin as chairman, the Chief Jmu tice 
of Queensland, who is al. o the Chancccellor 
of the University, the Pre. ident off the 
Board of Facultie. , two· former Rhd10des 
Scholars (Mr. S. Castlehow and Dr. .A A. S. 
Roe) and three oth r member. to to be 
appointed by the enate. 
A. Bursary to b kn own a. ; tlw 
Alexander and Elizabeth Raff Memmorial 
Scholar. hip ii'; being added to the li.'list of 
Scholarships in the 1 niwr. ity. Thi. is has 
been made possib1e throuO'h the gif·ift of 
£500 from Mr. . .Jes:ie W. J\'Iunrphy, 
daughter of the late Alexa.oder and 
Elizabeth Raff. The Scholar. hip wilill be 
onen to· cornprtition among. t the I Fii'.·t 
Year Student. of the Faculty of Scieience, 
who intend to proceed in the follmw,Ying­
year to another 1 niversity a. 1\fecedical 
Students. 
Tio July last the Empire Pre:s rT nion 
clrcided to disburse the surplu. froh1m one 
of the fnnds amongst the 1 niversitiet:ie. in 
the vario·us tates. The amount al1ol1ottec1 
to thr 1 niver. ity of Queen. land 1 'va 
£97/16/ 0. The amount will be devote)ted to 
the purchase of books for a ection of of the 
IJibrary contaiming volumrs of e:p1;pecial 
interest to student. of thr co·nrse foror the 
diploma of journalism. 
The Australian hemical Institutete ha 
admitted the following members tr to its 
A~sociateship (A.A.C.I.): J. E. ~ 1\1ills, 
B.Sc., holder of th Original Chenemical 
Research Scholarship; 0. t. Jo·hn It Kent, 
B.Sc., Assist. Agricultural chemiRt Rt and 
Lecturer in Agricultural hemi .· tryr'~Y ; A. 
Bryimn, M.Sc., at present on leavr i> from 
the Education Drpt. doing ApJPplied 
Science at the University· and E. C. ~. Tom­
merup, B.Sc., Queensland Fore. t Serervice. 
Mr. ~J. S. Wili:;on intends to lead l Mi:s 
E. Carter to the altar . hortly. We tetender 
our felicitation . to them. 
Mr. J. E. Morwood, B.E., who retn:urned 
some time ago from America, is witlth the 
Brisba:ne Tramways Trust. At prese1ent he 
is delivering a series of lectures irin th 
De11artment of Engineering. 
C. M. Calder, B.E., is studying foor the 
Bar and is well on his way to) the 
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''finals. '' He should be a most useful 
persorn in legal disputes on engineering 
matters. 
Eric Partridge, recently lecturer in 
English Literature at Manchester, has 
given up academic work and has founded 
a pli.blishing· house, ''The Scholartis 
Press,'' in Londo'll. We have received 
from him a lif:;t of twelve very attractive 
titles of books to be issued duri1ng the 
coming year and a further long list of 
books in preparation. These largely are 
rep-rints of rare eightee,nth century 
works, and are promised in a most 
attractive form and ,at a very reasonable 
price. rrhis venture should be ii·armly 
welcomed by all interested in Jiterature 
and in beautiful books. 
Ex Cathedra 
Somebody or other has written a de­
lightful essay, "On taking up one's pen." 
But what a pathetic essay could be written 
on laying down that pen! No one. can 
leave the editorial chair without regret. 
All of us at heart are autocrats; and the 
thoughts of becoming once more "I" 
imstead of "\¥e," and of handing over t'o 
a successor the absolute power of the 
paste pot and the scissors, are a little 
touching. 
In a magazine such as this where there 
is a chang1e of editor each year there can 
be no continuity of editorial policy. It 
has been the aim of the present editor to 
have a magazine written by the ·university 
and to which memhers of all the Univer­
sity bodies would contribute. That aim 
very larg·ely has been realised : and the 
efforts pro·duced have met with quite a 
little condemnation from the pubUc press. 
The daily papers seem to expect from the 
Univers.ity Magazine a series of s,erious. 
articles written for the University-at any 
rate their criticism has been directed 
almost entirely at the standard or scar­
city of such articles. They are distressed 
when many of the pages are devoted to 
University news, and are not greatly in 
sympathy with the lighter articles. 
It is the editor's o·ne regret that during 
t he year the lighter articles were 1not more 
numerous. F'or the University student is 
a happy and frivolous being who should 
write happy and frivolous verse and 
prose. And after all it is the great aim of 
any editor of '' Galmahra'' to persuade 
students to write and to· write often. 
Thoughtful articles on serious top ic!S are, 
of course, most particularly welcomed: but 
lmowing students one rather expPc.ts a 
preponderance of the lighter articles. and 
the function of a Universitv mao'azine is 
· to publish University newi:; ~and ~rhat the 
. University writes. 
The editor wishes to· thank those who 
have contributed duri1ng the year, par­
ticularly those who have written regu­
larly. 'l1here were many contributions 
·which, for vario·us reasons, literary and 
otherwise. could not be pub1if:lhecl. But 
we hope that those of our contributors 
-\vho· then were unsuccessful, even as tho1-;e 
whose work was published, will co:ntinue 
their good efforts in writing for the "Gal­
mahra'' of next year 
We wish to ask, once more, if any reader 
can supply us ivith copies of the Octoher, 
1918, number of the ''University of 
Queensland Magazine'' and thr Comm em. 
So·ng Book for 1922. 
EXOHANGES:-We acknowledge gratefully 
the following exchanges: Hermes, Melbourne 
University Magazine, The Black Swan; Sydne· 
ian, Newingtoni-an, King's School Magazine; 
St. Peter's ,College Magazine, The Review. 



